
Basin Environmental Improvement Project Commission 
Draft Meeting Agenda 

February 15, 2017 9:30 AM – 3:30 PM 

Best Western Coeur d’Alene Inn, 506 Appleway, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 

 

 

  9:30 AM  Call to Order and Pledge of Allegiance 

 

  9:35 AM Approve Minutes from November 16, 2016 Meeting  

  

  9:40 AM  Present, Discuss and Approve of 2016 Annual Report – Terry Harwood 

 

10:20 AM Break 

 

10:35 AM 2016 Blood Lead Report – Andy Helkey, PHD  

 

11:05 AM Update on LMP implementation – Laura Laumatia, CDA Tribe, Jamie Brunner, 

IDEQ  

 

11:35 AM Central Treatment Plant Update and Report on Funding and Budgets for 2017 and the 

future – Bill Adams and Ed Moreen, EPA 

 

12:00 Noon Lunch and Executive Session Idaho Code § 74-206(1)(b) with Executive Director and 

BEIPC Commissioners and Alternates 

 

 1:15 PM Presentation of Public Participation Situation Assessment Process – Wendy Green 

Lowe, The Participation Company 

 

 1:35 PM CCC Update and Comments and Recommendations Concerning Public Participation 

and the Role of the BEIPC – Jerry Boyd, CCC Chair 

 

 2:15 PM Break  

 

 2:30 PM Open Discussion with Commissioners Concerning Public Participation and the Role 

of the BEIPC with a Decision by Commissioners and direction to CCC Chair and 

Executive Director for any action on the subject – Terry Harwood and Jerry Boyd 

 

 3:10 PM Public Comment and Discussion on Meeting Activities and additional Public Issues 

 

 3:30 PM Adjourn  
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Basin Environmental Improvement Project Commission 

Draft Meeting Summary Minutes 

November 16, 2016, 9:30am – 3:30pm 

CenterPlace Regional Event Center, 2426 N. Discovery Place Spokane Valley, Washington 

 

These minutes are summary notes of the reports and presentations and are intended to capture key 

topics and issues, conclusions, and next steps and not every detail of discussions or individual quotes.  
 

Attendees: 

Terry Harwood (BEIPC Executive Director) 

Commissioners and Alternates present: 

Sheryl Bilbrey, Jack Buell, Phillip Cernera, Marc Eberlein, Rob Hanson, Caj Matheson, Grant Pfeifer, 

Leslie Stanley, and John Tippets. 

Staff present: 

Glory Carlile (BEIPC Assistant to E.D, Note taker), Ed Moreen (EPA), Bruce Schuld (IDEQ), Rebecca 

Stevens (CDA Tribe), and Sandra Treccani (State of WA). 

 

Call to Order and Pledge of Allegiance 

The meeting was called to order by Commissioner Chair Jack Buell (Benewah County) at 9:35am 

followed by the flag salute. 
 

Approve Minutes from August 17, 2016 Meeting   

Marc Eberlein moved and Grant Pfeifer 2
nd

 to approve the August minutes with typo correction and an 

addition for clarity made in the Update on LMP Implementation in paragraph 5.  M/S/C 

 

Updates on Lake Management Plan (LMP) implementation 

Laura Laumatia and Caj Matheson from the CDA Tribe presented two videos.  The first video that LMP 

staff compiled showed the Bloomsburg Road project work as a collaborative project with LMP to 

implement a road improvement project for replacing some culverts and installing 14 new culverts to 

slow the water down and prevent road erosion.  The project was in an area about 2 miles south of 

Harrison on the west side of Lake CdA in Kootenai County.  
 

The 2
nd

 video was about the 2001 Supreme Court Case that was won by the Tribe to mark the decision’s 

15th anniversary.  With comments from Tribal members and staff, it is a poignant video to show the 

history and the spiritual connection the Tribe has with the Lake and to raise awareness to bring the 

community in to get their involvement toward cleanup efforts.  “Protecting the Lake Coeur d’Alene” 

video is available for viewing on the following link:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNW_AIYFrII&t=194s  

 

Presentation for the upcoming release of the Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact 

Statement and Restoration Plan – Caj Matheson, Restoration Partnership  

Caj Matheson gave a brief overview of the draft Restoration Plan (RP) and the draft Environmental 

Impact Statement (DEIS) by first sharing that the Natural Resource Trustees of the Restoration 

Partnership (Partnership) include the USFS, BLM, USFWS, the CDA Tribe, and the State of Idaho, 

represented by the IDFG and IDEQ. (Please refer to Acronym List.)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNW_AIYFrII&t=194s
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He said  that for developing the DEIS, they are following the National Environmental Policy Act 

(NEPA) provisions noting that the NEPA process is important, especially in seeking public input.  They 

started this in 2013 and have received feedback from over 200 parties in the public comment period. 
 

Matheson further explained that the DEIS has been prepared which assesses the effects of the Coeur 

d’Alene Basin RP on the quality of the human environment and also addresses the effects of a 

comprehensive strategic framework to guide the restoration of natural resources injured by the release of 

mining related contamination in the CdA Basin. 
 

Matheson emphasized that the RP is programmatic and does not identify specifics.  It focuses on actions 

to restore wetlands, streams, lakes, and human uses.  The plan considers restoration of non-contaminated 

aquatic systems where doing so will benefit recovery of contaminated ecosystems and proposes to 

restore or enhance human uses of injured natural resources in the near term while longer term ecosystem 

restoration proceeds.  He said that the DEIS compares the effects and outlines options.  Marc Eberlein 

asked about the options listed to clarify. He wanted to make sure everyone can find the information. 
 

Matheson announced that the public commenting period is from November 10, 2016 to January 13, 

2017.  They will have scheduled open houses with teams to answer questions and that additional 

resources will include small group presentations.  These public meetings will provide the opportunity to 

ask questions, and speak with representatives from the Partnership and members of the EIS team.  He 

also announced that the DEIS document is available on their website to view or to download the plan at:  

www.restorationpartnership.org/RPDEIS  and that comments can be e-mailed to:  

comments@restorationpartnerships.org 
 

Comments/Questions 

John Tippets asked about what happens after comment period is closed.  Jo Christensen from USFS 

clarified that they are using the NEPA process and Tippets then wondered who makes any changes if 

necessary.  Jerry Boyd also asked about the plan being a draft and who will finalize the plan after 

comments. 
 

Jack Buell asked if this plan will help the lower end of the CDA River i.e.; rip-rapping and Phillip   

Cernera clarified restoration activities vs. cleanup activities.  He said that they piggy back a lot of the 

remediation work EPA is doing.   
 

Matheson said that Substantive Comments will be on their website.  Boyd added that if they provide the 

links the BEIPC/CCC will post them and send out a notice to their contact group. 
 

Eberlein commented that they have been dealing with these issues for 100 years and Tippets also agreed 

that the process has taken a long time and wondered how to speed it up.  Harwood noted that the money 

was only received in 2012 to be able to start implementing the work. 
 

After the break, Terry Harwood shared that he has the Upper Basin Drainage Infrastructure Inventory 

Table and Map Set that he has also had mapped the property remediation sites and the 100 year flood 

plain and they are available to anyone who requests a copy.   

 

Presentation of the Sediment and Lead Transport, Erosion, and Deposition tech memo on the 

Lower CDA River Basin – Ed Moreen, EPA: 

Ed Moreen (EPA) introduced the report :  Sediment and Lead in the Lower Basin:  Updates to EPA’s 

Lower Basin Conceptual Model, with some background information on the implementation of basin 

cleanup noting that the lower basin is very complex because of the widespread contamination all along 

http://www.restorationpartnership.org/RPDEIS
mailto:comments@restorationpartnerships.org
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the floodplain.  He stated that they need to be good stewards of the cleanup in the upper basin and now 

going into the lower basin.   He said that this presentation will take us through the evolution of 

information accumulated in the last few years.  He announced that Daniel Malmon, Geologist with 

CH2M will make a presentation of the Processes of Sediment and Lead Transport, Erosion, and 

Deposition Technical Memorandum Addendum D-3. 
 

Moreen added that in 2008 they considered what data had already been gathered, what data gaps were 

still there and what information needed to be gathered to determine the strategic plan.  In 2010, EPA 

issued an Enhanced Conceptual Site Model (ECSM) which compiled all data and studies that had been 

issued since the original Conceptual Site Model was issued in 2000.  The Tech memos are issued to 

update the 2010 ECSM, the tech memo that Daniel Malmon will present today was a topic of discussion 

at the October Technical Leadership Group (TLG) meeting.  The focus was on the 2 dimensional 

Sediment Transport Model and that much of the information that was gathered has been used to validate 

it.  EPA wants to understand this and the consequences of potential actions. 
 

(The ECSM_addendum_D-3_sediment_processes_082616_email.pdf  document was distributed by 

BEIPC on 10/26/16 to the Citizen Coordinating Council contact list and interested parties with the 

following message from Ed Moreen (Project Manager with EPA): 
 

“The Attached tech memo is part of EPA’s on-going effort to update the Enhanced Conceptual Site 

Model for the Lower Basin, updates the technical discipline section D “Hydraulics and Sediment 

Transport” and is the result of data gathered over the past several years with a concentrated focus on 

the riverbed.  It addresses sediment and lead transport processes in the Lower Basin. The Tech memo is 

structured around the sediment budget of the Lower Basin, and considers sediment transport, bank 

erosion, floodplain sedimentation, and riverbed erosion, as well as developing best estimates of 

contaminated sediment and lead inventories”.)  
 

Daniel Malmon reviewed the report with a presentation of the data collected and explained why the EPA 

is doing studies spending the time and effort gathering information, noting lessons learned and findings, 

and also finding more about the riverbed depositional and erosional features. 
 

Harwood asked who should be contacted particularly by the layman who may not understand the tech 

report details and what they mean.  Malmon said that he is interested in hearing about technical 

questions and comments, but that anyone wanting should contact Ed Moreen first and then Moreen will 

let him know. 
 

Malmon stated that the Lower Basin is one of the largest and most complex Superfund site in the nation 

that is under EPA charge.  Hydrologic impacts are controlled by man-made structures, and the riverbed 

is extremely dynamic and changes every year and is a pretty complicated system.  EPA is aiming to 

reduce uncertainty by collecting data and modeling the system to reduce the risk.  The purpose of the 

study is to improve the chances that the time and efforts will not be wasted but there still needs a lot of 

data to be collected.   
 

Malmon said that the ROD in 2002 laid out some options for EPA on how to manage the project but 

more data and modeling was needed.  In 2010 there was a report to tie in all the information and 

Malmon’s presentation was on the Sediment and Lead Budgets of the system.  He added that in this 
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report “Budget” pertains to accountability of sources, sinks, and transport of sediment and lead.  The 

purpose is to identify where it is coming from to identify the important parts of the system.   
 

Overview shows the concept of the Sediment and Lead Budget of the Lower Basin pertaining to 

deposition and erosion and what is going through the river channels from the Lower Basin to CDA Lake 

particularly through floods. 
 

Harwood commented that the pictures showing the concentration from 2008 is actually from a 20-25 

year flood and not from a 100 year flood that would be far worse.  Malmon agreed that it is complicated 

and depends on how high the river is and how long the floods last. 
 

Malmon added that there are data points at higher flow and that the higher flow shows that the sediment 

flow increases faster at Harrison than at Cataldo.  Conclusion is that sediment transport increases 

downstream in high flood period.  Also the lead concentration on the sediment itself increases 

downstream.  He showed that in the 2012 report that lead concentration and sediment is increasing with 

the lead fluxes with 25 year between average of 200 tons of lead per year.  He also noted that the lead 

fluxes from 1988 to 2012 showed that 2/3 of that lead is being carried on fine sediment. 
 

Bank Erosion:  Conclusions that exposed banks contain tailings-rich deposits.  Soil erosion has 

contributed to high concentrations of lead on the banks.  River banks are eroding about 2 inches a year 

which is actually quite slow.  EPA had a report on this a few years ago which is available upon request. 
 

Floodplain Deposition:  Conclusions modeled sediment deposition into the floodplain using a one 

dimensional model where they are trying to understand how much lead goes into the floodplains, where 

and when. 
 

Phillip Cernera asked about the figures on the model graph from USGS and Malmon answered that the 

model shows the sediment deposition to different areas that are being re-contaminated.  Cernera added 

that he wanted to clarify that the green areas on the graphs does not mean it is all good as many may 

think because of the color, but may mean that they are also contaminated or being re-contaminated. 
 

Marc Eberlein wondered if there was any graph that shows where it is coming from and Malmon 

answered that most of it is coming from the riverbed. 
 

Bed Erosion and deposition in the riverbed:  Conclusions – to account for difference in sediment 

transport measured at gauges and in floodplain, the lead in the riverbed itself needs to be eroding about a 

couple of centimeters a year.  He said that they have some data that supports that.  There are 

complicated patterns with some depositing, some eroding, 
 

Summary:   The number one takeaway is that the riverbed is a primary source of contamination.  

However, it is not a simple contamination source.  Trying to map all this and inventorying all of it is not 

easy because the riverbed is complex. 
 

Riverbed Characterization Overview:  Fluvial Geomorphology is the study of the configuration and 

evolution of riverbed forms.  Units were mapped throughout the Lower Basin and the map was used for 

determining coring sampling areas. 
 

Riverbed Coring:  He showed a chart based on the 2013 Vibracoring mapped in the field.  Key findings 

supported the geographic and lithological mapping of the river bed.  The highest pattern that they saw 

showed that layers with higher lead concentrations are commonly buried under newer less contaminated 

sediment but still well above the action levels. 
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Evolution of Riverbed:  The number two takeaway is that the risk in using the long term “no action” 

strategy is that the situation could potentially get worse before it gets better and therefore should be 

considered in the long term strategy. 

 

To sum up:  There are 3 key elements of the report: 

1.) Contaminated Sediment Transport and Deposition   2.) Understanding the riverbed as the primary 

lead source  3.) Sediment and Lead Budgets 
 

Malmon said the data itself is site specific as hotspots are more at risk for erosion which will help with 

engineering design decisions. 
 

This information will be used by EPA for site specific planning, design engineering and decision 

making.  It supports the Modeling effort to be used to predict what could happen in the future and what 

the implication could be. 
 

Stevens commented that this report was also made at the last TLG meeting and noted that these reports 

are the kind of presentations made at the TLG meetings for review. 
 

Stevens also requested (due to Eberlein having to leave the meeting, to make sure he reads about this) to 

stress in the minutes the two takeaways:  1.The riverbed is a primary source of lead contamination, and 

2. No action as a remedy in the basin as a significant possibility should add that the information 

provided can say that it is “at risk” but Malmon added that it cannot say that is for sure and/or that is 

going to happen. 
 

Pfeifer asked about the riverbed as the dominant source of the lead contamination in the floodplain and 

the lake.  Malmon answered that 1/4 goes into the floodplain and 3/4 goes into the Lake. 
 

Tippets asked for clarification of the tons of lead per year that comes out of riverbanks as a result of 

bank erosion.  Malmon replied that about 250 tons from all sources goes into the lake.  Moreen noted 

that it is on the pie chart in the document and that it is in metric tons of lead.  
 

Dan Redline (IDEQ) asked if the model has the sensitivity to the movement of sediments of lead in the 

future to predict the movement of sediments of lead.  Malmon replied that there is a limited ability to 

predict bank erosion and that it is not a huge part of the “budget” so that the focus is on the riverbed.  He 

also replied yes to the question regarding if as it changes the hydrology of the river does it change the 

erosional disposition.   
 

Craig Cooper (IDEQ) asked about the system acting like a pumping system into the Lake wondering if it 

goes into the flood plain and then drains out.  Malmon replied that it doesn’t seem to go out as much as 

it comes in.  Harwood added that there is a tendency for the flood areas to trap some of the 

contamination so it does not have as high a concentration that goes back into the River and Lake. 
 

In summary Malmon stated that they had a dual purpose to the mapping of the riverbed:  to determine 

the coring locations in developing a focused sampling plan and to determine the sources of sediment and 

lead coming from bank erosion.  The report brings all these pieces together.  75% of the lead that flows 

into Lake Coeur d’Alene comes from riverbed and a smaller amount (10%) from the river banks.  

Overall, the EPA study focus is on the riverbed and shows that the riverbed is eroding in different 

places. 

 

Presentation and Discussion of the Draft 2017 Annual Work Plan – Terry Harwood: 

Harwood explained the process of compiling the draft work plans includes distribution of the drafts to 

the CCC and TLG for comments and review.  He noted that after review by the TLG, they make a 
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recommendation after any edits for the final draft plans to be submitted to the Basin Commissioners for 

approval.  (Copies of the plan were included in the Board packet, distributed to the CCC contact list via 

e-mail before the meeting and made available to attendees at the meeting.) 

Terry Harwood reviewed the Draft 2017 Annual Work Plan that is divided into 2 sections.   

Part 1 – Environmental Cleanup Work is basically what was funded under the Superfund and Idaho 

State Programs that focuses on human health and environmental cleanup issues and includes the 

monitoring.  Part 2 includes other activities and responsibilities. 
 

Bill Adams (EPA) added how the CDA Trust works with EPA.  He explained that the CDA Trust is the 

implementer of the specific project work at the direction of the EPA.  EPA develops a Trust work plan 

that is provided for in the ROD and ROD Amendment for implementing them by planning and directing 

the work.   

 

Comments/Questions 

None. 
 

Tippets moved and Bilbrey 2
nd

 to approve the 2017 Annual Work Plan but then the motion was tabled 

for after lunch in order for a report first from CCC. 

 

Lunch and Executive Session with Executive Director, commissioners and Alternates 

Leslee Stanley moved and Sheryl Bilbrey 2
nd

 to have a closed meeting with Terry Harwood during the 

lunch break in Executive Session pursuant to provisions of  Idaho Code § 74-206(1)(b). M/S/C 
 

After lunch, Eberlein moved and Cernera 2
nd

 to come out of Executive Session and reconvene in the 

regular Basin Commission meeting session.  M/S/C 

 

CCC and Public Input on Draft 2017 Work Plan 

Jerry Boyd, CCC Chair reported on the CCC meeting held on October 26, 2016.   The Work Plans were 

discussed.   He did not receive any comments or questions regarding the Work Plans.  He commented 

that the BEIPC has supported the CCC by taking the notes and would like BEIPC to continue taking the 

meeting summary notes. 
 

Bonnie Douglas (citizen|) commented that as a member of the public that she is concerned about the 

meeting times.  It is not easy to be involved and she does not do night meetings. She is concerned also 

that the PFT meetings were dissolved.  She also wishes that there were more strategies for getting more 

people involved and for more testing of blood levels.  She feels that there is a public involvement 

vacuum. 
 

Andy Helkey (PHD) responded that they have had more incentives and have gone outside the box.  They 

do extensive outreach and education.  The blood lead screening program offered a $30 incentive in 2016 

for children between ages 6 months to 6 years of age residing within the Basin and this will be continued 

for 2017. 
 

Cernera announced that there will be more discussion later in the meeting about the CCC. 

 

Continued Discussion on 2017 Work Plan and Approval by Commissioners 

John Tippets moved and Sheryl Bilbrey 2
nd

 to approve the 2017 Work Plan. M/S/C 

 

Presentation and Discussion of Draft 2017 – 2021 Five Year Work Plan – Terry Harwood 

Cernera asked that instead of going through every item, to just highlight only the things that are new. 
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Harwood gave a brief review of the Draft 2017 – 2021 Five Year Work Plan. 

Some of the highlights he commented on were the Fish Tissue sampling, repository development, levees 

and that the Restoration Partnership sharing that they are going through NEPA and the EIS in a process 

to accept recommendations for projects. 
 

(Copies of the plan were included in the Board packet, distributed to the CCC contact list via e-mail 

before the meeting and made available to attendees at the meeting.) 
 

CCC and Public Input on Draft Five Year Work Plan: 

Jerry Boyd, CCC Chair, reported that he had not received any comments or questions. 

 

Continued Discussion on Draft Five Year Work Plan and Approval by Commissioners 

Grant Pfeifer and Phillip Cernera 2
nd

 to accept the Five Year Work Plan.  M/S/C 

 

Review and Discussion of BEIPC August 13, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement and Roles of the 

BEIPC, coordinating agencies, TLG and CCC – Terry Harwood, Bill Adams, EPA 

Harwood gave a brief history of the development of the Basin Commission noting that it was originally 

instituted by legislature in 2001 comprised of 7 governments and the MOA was formed in 2002. 

Requirements included formation of the CCC and TLG and were signed by various groups. 

 

Regarding the issue of lack of public involvement at CCC meetings, he commented that concerned 

citizens show up when something is in their own background.  EPA came up with the idea of hiring a 

consultant, Wendy Lowe, to interview people to produce a report with recommendations.  The report is 

in process of review and discussion will be at the next CCC meeting and the February BEIPC meeting.   
 

The staff and Harwood and also the CCC will take a look at the report and recommendations may be 

made to the Commissioners for consideration. 
 

Discussion of roles: 

Harwood shared information on how the BEIPC has been implementing their role.  He reviewed the 

MOA.  He noted that EPA is in charge of the Superfund.  CERCLA remedial authority came down to 

EPA and Federal land management agencies and that in CERCLA it also said the Natural Resource 

Trustees were involved to be in charge of resource restoration.  We have been working together all these 

years and he emphasized that the role of the BEIPC is to coordinate all of these activities to implement 

the ROD keeping in mind it takes all kinds of processes and authority. The Basin Commission 

coordinates, working together with other agencies and entities.  He also reviewed the TLG and CCC 

roles and defined membership criteria and shared that WA State has their own separate MOA. 
 

Stevens asked about the parties that are the coordinating entities and wondered how bound they are to 

the MOA.  Harwood said they are bound to it because they signed it.  Cernera questioned about the 

boundaries of coordination and the various levels of coordination thinking that the intent of that 

language may be different than stated.  Harwood responded that they have differences of opinion. 
 

Review of protocols:  Harwood made an important point:  the protocols for the meetings organizations 

are to have notes as summaries and not every word verbatim.  It was reported that other groups also 

confirmed this summary notation.   
 

He noted that the TLG does not make decisions but does make recommendations. 

 Douglas brought up the differences regarding input, communication, and wanting more information 

Harwood agreed with Douglas about reviving Project Focus Groups meetings.  Douglas felt that the PFT 

provided an avenue for input.   She also questioned the blood lead testing wanting more information.   
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She voiced her opinion about the strategy for getting more involvement and participation.  Her 

emotional plea is that there should be more and that she is frustrated with the processes. 

Tippets asked if she meant public involvement overall.  There is frustration about input processes.  He 

asked Boyd if CCC is designed to receive input and if there should be changes for the opportunity for 

more input.  Boyd replied that Douglas has not been at a CCC meeting for a long time and that for some 

time the first thing done at a meeting is to ask for input and comments.  He said that the CCC always 

solicits input.  He added that also in response to Douglas’s earlier comment, they have asked for time 

preference and where to have meetings many times and have tried to shift around the meetings.  Next 

meeting will address it again at the next meeting on January 18, 2017 meeting. 
 

Cernera wondered about Douglas’ comment and about the lead testing and if she was satisfied with the 

answer from PHD or whether she would consider asking the CCC Chair to put it on their agenda for a 

meeting. 
 

Schuld commented about other methods of outreach in other meetings.  He is going to request the 

BEIPC Staff to come up with recommendations on how to connect those lines of communications with 

the CCC to report about all the issues heard and what can be done about them. 
 

Eberlein commented that it hard to get public comment with everything going on.  Cernera commented 

that all the other meetings are like satellite CCC meetings and worth investigating.  Harwood responded 

that it is already happening.  Cernera said that the assessment report indicated that no one is listening. 
 

Stevens commented that there was a past group that had representatives from various groups.  The intent 

of the CCC was to have reps from different groups but it is not happening. 
 

Maureen Hodgson (citizen) said that she has only attended a few meetings over the past 5 years and 

wanted to share that the Partnership has an excellent website and was self-explanatory.  She added that 

BEIPC also had minutes and summaries and information that she reviewed. 
 

Adams shared that the summaries of some of the community’s involvements are in the accomplishments 

report (Annual Report) and also provides lots of information every year. 

 

Announcements  

Harwood shared the next steps in the process of the distribution of the assessment report.  The report 

will be distributed to the e-mail contact list and mailed to anyone making a request.   
 

Adams announced that Wendy Lowe will be at the February BEIPC meeting so she will be able to 

explain the process of her report.  He also announced that although the comment period opportunity is 

closed for the Superfund Cleanup Implementation Plan, he will still accept input.  They are reviewing a 

30% design for expansion and reprocessing of the SVNRT Repository in Canyon Creek and that it will 

also go through a public comment period and will go through the CCC.   
 

He said that there are a number of transitions and changes within the EPA team and adjustments are 

being made at EPA but that he will continue as a team leader in a different position.  He will continue to 

work at the Superfund site in some capacity noting that this site is one of the region’s higher priorities.   

 

Adjourn 

The meeting adjourned at 3:12. 
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The Basin Environmental Improvement Project Commission (BEIPC) is responsible for coordinating 

environmental cleanup to address heavy metal contamination, natural resource restoration and water quality 

in the Coeur d’Alene Basin (Basin).  The BEIPC also participates in guiding and coordinating infrastructure 

upgrades and improvements to protect the environmental cleanup remedy and enhance living conditions in 

the communities of the Basin.  The Basin is defined as the watersheds of the Coeur d’Alene River (CDA 

River), Coeur d’Alene Lake and the Spokane River within the Idaho Counties of Shoshone, Kootenai, and 

Benewah, as well as the Coeur d’Alene Tribal Reservation within Idaho.  

 

During Calendar Year 2016, the BEIPC coordinated and monitored accomplishments by various 

implementing entities for environmental cleanup and natural resource restoration work included in the 

BEIPC 2016 Annual Work Plan and the five-year operating plan.  It also developed a 2017 Annual Work 

Plan and an updated five-year plan.  The environmental cleanup work was performed through the federal 

Comprehensive, Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA/Superfund) Program 

and the State of Idaho environmental cleanup programs, and actions under the direction of the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) by the Coeur d’Alene Work Trust (Trust) formed under the 

ASARCO Bankruptcy settlement.  Natural resource damage restoration work was performed by the Coeur 

d'Alene Basin Natural Resource Trustees (Restoration Partnership) including the Coeur d’Alene Tribe 

(CDA Tribe), State of Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (IDEQ) and Idaho Department of Fish 

and Game (IDFG), U.S. Department of Interior through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and 

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and U.S. Department of Agriculture through the U.S. Forest Service 

(USFS).  The Panhandle Health District (PHD) continued to manage the Institutional Controls Program 

(ICP) to control the release and migration of contamination remaining in place after remediation. 

 
 

 

 

Authorization and Duties 
 

The BEIPC was established by the Idaho State Legislature and implemented through a Memorandum of 

Agreement (MOA) among implementing parties to direct, and/or coordinate environmental remediation, 

natural resource restoration, and related measures to address water quality and heavy metal contamination 

in the Basin.   

 

The Basin is considered to be Operable Unit 3 (OU-3) of the Bunker Hill Mining and Metallurgical 

Complex Superfund Facility, originally listed on the CERCLA National Priorities List in 1983.  Operable 

Units 1 and 2 (OU-1&2) are the populated, industrial, and undeveloped areas in a 21 square mile area 

encompassing the communities of Pinehurst, Smelterville, Wardner, and Kellogg and outlying Shoshone 

County lands known as the “Bunker Hill Box” located within the Basin. 

 

The BEIPC’s primary purpose is to work with the EPA and IDEQ to implement the Record of Decision 

(ROD) for OU-3 throughout the Basin and implement the Upper Basin ROD Amendment (RODA) for 

portions of OU-3 and work in OU-2 included in the Amendment designed to advance the cleanup of heavy 

metals contamination.  

  

Executive Summary 

BEIPC Overview 
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In addition, the BEIPC is involved in: 

 Assisting the EPA in developing and managing the Superfund Cleanup Implementation Plan 

(SCIP), a comprehensive cleanup plan for the Upper and Lower Basins based on remedies 

selected in the OU-3 ROD and Upper Basin RODA; 
 

 Coeur d’Alene Lake management planning and implementation; 
 

 Heavy metal contamination cleanup efforts at mining sites in the North Fork of the CDA River 

(NFCDR); 
 

 Assisting the Resource Partnership in the implementation of their natural resource restoration 

program as provided for in the CDA Basin Restoration Plan; and 

 

 Leading multi-agency coordination in addressing potential flooding in the South Fork CDA 

River (SFCDR) and Pine Creek drainages. 

 

Legislation and the MOA creating the BEIPC authorized appointment of a seven-member board comprised 

of: 

 Four members from Idaho, one representing the state, and one each representing the county 

commissions from Shoshone, Kootenai, and Benewah Counties, appointed by the Governor of 

Idaho; 
 

 One representative of the state of Washington appointed by the Governor of Washington; 
 

 One representative appointed by the council of the Coeur d’Alene Tribe; and 
 

 One federal representative of the United States appointed by the President. 

 

The Executive Director of the Basin Commission is Terry Harwood. 

 

BEIPC Membership as of December 2016: 
 

Name Title Representing 
 

Jack Buell, Chair  Benewah County  Benewah County 

   Commissioner   

Marc Eberlein  Kootenai County  Kootenai County 

   Commissioner   

Leslee Stanley  Shoshone County  Shoshone County 

   Commissioner   

Phillip Cernera  Lake Management  Coeur d'Alene Tribe 

   Director   

Grant Pfeifer  Regional Director,   State of Washington 

   Washington Dept. of Ecology   

John Tippets  Director, Idaho Department  State of Idaho 

   of Environmental Quality   

Dennis McLerran  Regional Administrator,    Federal Government 

 

 EPA, Region 10   
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The BEIPC operates in accordance with the Idaho statute and the MOA between the governing entities.   

It is responsible for coordinating the activities of federal, tribal, state and local government agencies 

implementing the ROD for OU-3 and the Upper Basin RODA for human health and ecological cleanup 

activities.  It is also involved in the efforts by the Natural Resource Trustees (Resource Partnership) to 

restore natural resources in accordance with their CDA Basin Restoration Plan and to coordinate efforts  

to protect the cleanup remedies, human health, and the environment from the release and migration of 

contaminants through the implementation of Institutional Controls in the Basin and implementation of a 

Drainage Control and Infrastructure Revitalization Plan (DCIRP) for the Upper Basin Communities. 

 

The Executive Director works with the seven governmental entities and their agencies to establish annual 

work priorities and operating plans, manages the activities and programs of the BEIPC, and assists 

governments on various engineering and environmental issues at their request.  To assist the Executive 

Director in program management, planning, and implementation, volunteer staff “on loan” to the BEIPC 

from the states of Idaho and Washington, the EPA, and the Coeur d’Alene Tribe coordinate with the 

Executive Director and provide routine intergovernmental input on technical and policy issues.  Other 

support groups include the Technical Leadership Group (TLG) and the Citizen Coordinating Council 

(CCC). 

 

Technical Leadership Group (TLG) 
 

The TLG with its Project Focus Teams (PFTs) is the BEIPC primary technical advisory group.  It is 

comprised of federal, state, local and tribal representatives as well as interested private citizens serving on 

the PFTs who provide expertise in science, engineering, logistics, regulatory aspects, and land management 

in the Basin.  The TLG advises the BEIPC on work planning and implementation while striving toward 

consensus-based recommendations.  In 2016, the Executive Director and TLG developed the 2017-2021 

Five-Year and Calendar Year 2017 draft work plans and studied and developed project and program 

proposals to implement the remedy in OU-2 and 3.  

 
 

 

 

Community Involvement 
 

During Calendar Year 2016, the BEIPC held meetings and deliberations open to the public and maintained 

an up-to-date Basin website at: www.basincommission.com.  Meetings were held at various locations 

within the Basin with locations and dates announced on the website, in local newspapers, flyers posted 

throughout the community and at the BEIPC office in Kellogg, Idaho.  EPA, IDEQ and the BEIPC held a 

number of community meetings to discuss proposed project work in the Basin and Box.  The BEIPC also 

participated in public education/outreach efforts including the joint information booth at the North Idaho 

Fair, and career and professional education fair booth for Jr. and Sr. High students on the CDA Tribe 

Reservation. 

 

 

 

 

Program Management 

Public Outreach and Citizen Involvement 

http://www.basincommission.com/
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Citizen Coordinating Council (CCC) 
 

The CCC serves as an information conduit to and from the BEIPC on citizen, community, and special 

interest issues, and on environmental cleanup and restoration concerns.  It is comprised of politically and 

geographically diverse members and was established to provide local citizen review and input on Basin 

related work to the BEIPC.   
 

CCC Meetings and Communication 
 

The CCC facilitated communications to its members and the public on an as-needed basis by e-mail, flyers, 

newspaper ads and posting to the BEIPC website and EPA Facebook.  CCC meetings were held in January, 

April and October, 2016 in different locations around the Coeur d’Alene Basin.  All meetings were open to 

the public.  CCC members were invited on the August Tour of project work and issues in the Upper Basin.  
 

At the regular CCC meetings, members were updated on ongoing BEIPC and agency activities and asked to 

provide input on a variety of issues such as how information is best distributed to residents in the Basin, and 

the one and five-year BEIPC work plans. The CCC informed the BEIPC of its activities by providing 

meeting minutes and comments to Commissioners prior to BEIPC meetings and by making presentations at 

BEIPC meetings. Throughout 2016, the CCC has arranged for transmission of information to its members 

and the public regarding activities in the Basin, including weekly updates during the construction season via 

e-mail about current road construction activities. 
 

Chronology of Selected CCC Activities and Input to the BEIPC in 2016 
 

In addition to receiving various reports for review and comments, CCC members were involved in the 

following BEIPC activities in 2016:  
 

January 

 The CCC held a regular quarterly meeting on January 13 in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho.  The Executive 

Director provided general updates on Basin Commission activities; there were reports and 

discussions on the Lake Management Plan Implementation, Central Treatment Plant Upgrade, and 

Lower Basin project work.  
 

February-March  

 The CCC Chair reported on the January CCC meeting at the February BEIPC meeting in Wallace, 

Idaho.  Summary notes of the January CCC meeting were included in the meeting packets.   
 

April 

 The April CCC meeting was held in Wallace and chaired by the BEIPC Executive Director because 

the CCC Chair was hospitalized.   Summary notes of the CCC January meeting were distributed to 

CCC members and interested parties by e-mail prior to this meeting.  Citizen discussions included 

the management of the Lower Burke Canyon Repository, the proposed Jet Boat Races on the CDA 

River, reports and discussions on the Paved Roads Program, and the Fish Tissue Study.  A 

facilitated discussion was held by a representative from The Participation Company, who was 

contracted by EPA to assess what might be done differently regarding the BEIPC Public 

Involvement Process.  Comments and interview questions about public input to and from the BEIPC 

and CCC were solicited from the attendees at the meeting to help the consultant come up with 

strategies for improving the public involvement. 
 

May-June  

 The BEIPC Executive Director presented the results of the April 20 CCC meeting at the May 

BEIPC meeting at the CDA Tribal Wellness Center in Plummer, Idaho because of the CCC Chair’s 

illness.  Summary notes of the April CCC meeting were included in the meeting packets.   
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August-September  

 CCC members were invited to the BEIPC Site Tour and a number attended along with TLG 

Members, federal, state, and local government officials, members of the public, press, and the Idaho 

Congressional Delegation.   
 

 The CCC Chair volunteered to help staff the joint fair booth at the North Idaho Fair that was 

sponsored by the BEIPC, IDEQ, CDA Tribe, EPA and PHD for public education and outreach. 
 

October  

 At the October CCC meeting in CDA, the BEIPC Executive Director reported on the history and 

background of the Basin Commission, and who is on the Basin Commission Board as well as the 

background for the Public Involvement Assessment Report. The draft five-year and one-year BEIPC 

work plans were discussed after circulation to CCC Members and interested parties for review and 

comment via email prior to the meeting.  The Enhanced Conceptual Site Model (ECSM), a Tech 

memo by the EPA on the sedimentation processes for the Lower Basin was also distributed to CCC 

members and interested parties.  EPA shared that the report addendum was structured around the 

sedimentation processes for the Lower Basin, and considered sediment transport, bank erosion, 

floodplain sedimentation, and riverbed erosion, as well as developing best estimates of contaminated 

sediment and lead inventories.  There was also discussion about the future of the CCC and good 

times for holding meetings. 
 

November-December  

 At the November BEIPC meeting, the CCC Chair discussed CCC meetings and the fact that several 

persons requested copies of the BEIPC work plans and that he received no comments on the work 

plans.  Summary notes of the October CCC meeting were included in the meeting packets.   
 

Additional Outreach Activities 
 

In addition to the activities of the CCC, the various governmental entities represented by the BEIPC 

continue to support the TLG and CCC by being involved in the activities of those groups.  The 

governmental entities have been involved in outreach activities including meeting with citizen groups, 

giving technical presentations, participating in Basin events, holding tours of Basin project areas, 

maintaining information posting throughout the Basin, and publishing various information documents to 

provide updates on Basin activities and to give answers to common environmental cleanup and 

improvement questions.  
 

As part of the public outreach program, the Executive Director continued to make numerous presentations 

to local business and community groups concerning activities of the BEIPC and planned cleanup actions 

and activities required to protect the remedy, human health, and the environment.  The Executive Director 

also hosted a tour of projects in August by interested parties. 
 

BEIPC Communications and Public Involvement 
 

In 2016, the BEIPC continued its efforts to strengthen public involvement in BEIPC activities and 

communication between the Basin community, the BEIPC and agencies involved in the cleanup.  The CCC 

continues to be the focus organization to help implement this process. 
 

The following is a partial list of BEIPC community involvement activities throughout the year: 
  

 Participated in public education/outreach efforts in a joint booth with IDEQ, EPA, CDA Tribe and 

PHD at the North Idaho Fair.  
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 Coordinated a field tour of sites in the Upper Basin for the Basin Commissioners, agency 

representatives, and citizens in August.  Participants viewed the Lower Burke Canyon Repository, 

remedy protection, paved roads, stream bank stabilization and property remediation projects from 

Kellogg into the Upper Basin  
 

 Provided assistance to BEIPC groups and staff on communications material including presentations, 

brochures, news articles, displays, banners, and advertising. 
 

 Publicized BEIPC and CCC meetings by posting the dates and agendas to the BEIPC website, 

newspaper advertising, and through electronic media and distribution of informational flyers with 

assistance from EPA and IDEQ. 
 

 Sent out activities updates of road work, CCC meetings and BEIPC meetings as well as BEIPC 

work plans to CCC members by email for review and comment. 
 

 Shared BEIPC related information with the Community Involvement Coordinators (CICs) of EPA, 

IDEQ and the Lake Management Plan (LMP) staff for publication on their Facebook pages. 
 

 Continued efforts to populate the BEIPC website with new information about BEIPC related 

activities and other information as requested by various agencies and advisory groups.  The website 

provides information to keep the public informed including how to become involved and participate 

in the process; and opportunities for the community to provide input.  Updates, including agendas 

and minutes of quarterly meetings, are posted to the website at www.basincommission.com. 

 

 

 
 

North Idaho Joint Fair Booth 

 

http://www.basincommission.com/
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BEIPC August Field Tour 

EPA Community Involvement Activities 

 Coordinating with local communities and residents is a priority for EPA Region 10.  The cleanup team 

wants to give people meaningful opportunities to be involved in and informed about the cleanup.  Many of 

EPA’s community involvement activities are done in partnership with others, including the IDEQ, BEIPC, 

and PHD.  Highlights for the year include: 
 

 The EPA continued to follow its Community Involvement Plan for the cleanup.  The plan lays out 

how community members can get information and be involved, and summarizes local concerns and 

input.  It also outlines how the EPA collaborates with its partners.  Many local people helped 

develop this plan.  (http://go.usa.gov/vvgG) 
  

 The EPA and its partners conducted several Remedy Protection projects that will help protect 

completed cleanup work.  Project coordinators have been working closely with local jurisdictions 

and other property owners.  Agency fact sheets, door-to-door communications, and other outreach 

efforts have been ongoing.  Local jurisdictions are also especially involved with public outreach.   
  

 The agency, in coordination with its partners, conducted outreach on several projects this year 

including: the cleanup work at the Success Mine Complex in the East Fork Ninemile area; lead 

health education; soil testing and property cleanups; recreation and health; Robinson Creek habitat 

restoration; repositories; roads projects; and more.   

  

http://go.usa.gov/vvgG
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 The public was invited to review and comment on several cleanup-related activities this year.  These 

included the proposed Recreational Sites Strategy, the 10-Year Superfund Cleanup Implementation 

Plan (SCIP), and waste management at the Lower Burke Canyon Repository (LBCR).  The EPA 

hosted a Public Open House during the comment period on LBCR.  The agency widely publicized 

the comment opportunities by using direct mail, newspaper ads, Facebook and website posts, email, 

local meetings and events, and so on. 
  

 The Coeur d’Alene Basin Facebook page continues to provide site updates to the public.  Find it at 

www.facebook.com/CDAbasin.  The page offers site news, photos, and resource information.  The 

EPA invites participation, suggestions, and postings.  
  

 Publication of EPA’s Basin Bulletin continues (http://go.usa.gov/VNUx). Published three times 

per year, it provides news and updates about the Coeur d’Alene Basin Cleanup. 
  

 The agency maintained its commitment to the BEIPC process throughout 2016.  EPA provides staff 

support and regular participation at meetings of the BEIPC, CCC, TLG, and PFTs.  As part of its 

ongoing support to the Basin Commission, the EPA also provided funding for an independent public 

involvement assessment for the Basin Commission. 

(https://semspub.epa.gov/src/document/10/100035028) 
 

 An EPA website for the Basin Cleanup offers the public access to updates, site documents, and 

background information.  Suggestions for improvements are always welcome. 

(www.epa.gov/r10earth/bunkerhill)  
 

 EPA maintains document collections related to the cleanup at several area libraries and at the EPA 

Coeur d’Alene Field Office for public access.   
 

 Project managers met several times with local officials, interest groups, and others to provide 

updates and answer questions in 2016.  Additionally, EPA led site tours for interested parties, 

provided presentations to groups in the area, and staffed booth exhibits at local events.  EPA also 

supported the interagency exhibit about the cleanup at the Earth Day and North Idaho Fairs. 
 

 EPA regularly worked with the media in 2016, arranging quarterly press availability sessions, 

fielding questions from reporters about the site, running newspaper display ads, and issuing press 

releases on high-interest activities. 
  

 EPA’s Community Liaison continued working with the community, serving as a resource for local 

residents.  The EPA created this liaison position in response to requests for an on-site 

representative.  The liaison is enhancing local communications, providing people with easier access 

to the agency, and helping the EPA to be responsive to local issues and questions. 

 
IDEQ and PHD Community Involvement Activities 

 

IDEQ, along with PHD and EPA, conducts education, public engagement, and health awareness activities 

related to the CDA Basin Cleanup.  Kellogg PHD is the primary partner for health messaging and outreach.  

The aim is to raise awareness about lead intervention and to support the continuation of healthy trends for 

children, families, and visitors to the area.  The following are highlights of 2016 activities: 

  

http://www.facebook.com/CDAbasin
http://go.usa.gov/VNUx
https://semspub.epa.gov/src/document/10/100035028
http://www.epa.gov/r10earth/bunkerhill
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Education related activities: 
 

 Prepared and distributed scholarship application opportunity with North Idaho Fair volunteer to high 

schools in Mullan, Wallace, Kellogg, and Harrison. 
 

 Presented “Simplified Modeling with Recreation Education” to Kellogg Jr. High School with 

TerraGraphics Engineering. 
 

 Hosted Wallace High School job shadow student for one day. 
 

 Presented an introduction to the Central Impoundment Area (CIA) and Central Treatment Plant 

(CTP) operations to all middle school science classes at Kellogg Middle School. 
 

 Provided Career Poster and organized volunteers from Northwind Construction Co. and 

TerraGraphics to talk to 7
th

 grade science classes at Kellogg Middle School. 
 

 Along with PHD, provided Lead Health Prevention Education to 441 K-3 students. 
 

 Facilitated a tour group of teachers from the iSTEM group on a field day to Page Repository, 

Robinson Creek and Schlepp’s wetland properties. 

Other community presentations and events: 
 

 IDEQ, PHD and EPA staff provided a booth at Shoshone Medical Center’s Kids Health Fair.  

Agency staff interacted with about 400 community members regarding recreation and health 

education in the Coeur d’Alene Basin. 
 

 Attended Community Care Collaboration, described human health outreach and distributed 

materials.  Also attended meeting at Shoshone Medical Center for human health and project 

outreach to health care service providers. 
 

 Developed and publicized a Riley Raccoon coloring contest and prizes for Shoshone County 

Schools, Harrison and St. Maries. 
 

 Provided a booth on behalf of PHD, IDEQ and EPA at the “Our Gem Symposium” and the Spokane 

River Forum. 
 

 Participated in the Lower Burke Canyon Repository Waste Management open house. 
 

 Set up Recreation Education display boards at the Nature Film Festival in CDA. 
 

 Coordinated weekly road construction schedules, took photos and posted articles in newspaper and 

e-distribution. 
 

 Generated revised advertisement for Northwest Mining & Timber Magazine.  
 

 PHD and IDEQ gave an extensive tour to Greg Piper, Member of the British Parliament, Matt James 

from the New South Wales EPA, and Dr. Alice Howe from Lake Macquarie City Council to observe 

what has been done and to see if there are lessons or practices that could be useful at the Pasminco 

Lead Smelter site in Boolaroo, NSW. 
 

 PHD’s ICP staff gave 6 separate tours of the Superfund site. 
 

 PHD staff provided an abbreviated version of the contractor class to residents from Kootenai Family 

Medicine. 
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Other projects: 
 

 Prepared and carried out the Basin Property Remediation Program (BPRP) Outreach Strategy with 

EPA, to encourage land owners to get their properties tested for metals. 
 

 Developed “Play Clean” video PSA with University of Idaho. 
 

 Produced articles for the EPA Basin Bulletin, which is distributed site-wide. 
 

 Coordinated the North Idaho Fair education booth, display items, trivia games, and giveaways.  The 

joint project includes BEIPC, EPA, IDEQ and CDA Tribe. 
 

 Resourced with Idaho Department of Health and Welfare (IDH&W) for fish consumption poster for 

the Fair and other outlets. 
 

 Ran local ads related to Earth Day and “Then and Now” to illustrate cleanup progress. 
 

 Conducted wide publicity around the annual Blood Lead Screening event, including ads, mailings to 

every resident in the area, articles, and so on. 
 

 PHD, EPA and IDEQ provided health signs and input to the Jet Boat race committee.  Agency staff 

members also attended the public information meeting hosted by the Basin Commission Executive 

Director.  

 

  
 

Booth Exhibit 2016 “Our Gem Symposium”  
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Calendar Year 2016 Work Accomplishments 
 

Part 1 - 

Work Performed Through Federal Superfund or Other Cleanup Programs: 
 

Blood Lead Screening in Children 
 

Screening of children for elevated blood lead levels has been occurring annually in the CDA Basin since 

1996 as a public health service to identify children with elevated blood lead levels and to provide follow-up 

from a public health professional to identify ways to reduce lead exposures.  The screening program also 

informs the Basin cleanup efforts although cleanup decisions are not based on annual blood lead testing 

results.  The goal is to prevent lead exposures that could result in elevated blood lead levels. 
 

Results of the 2016 Screening Program will be presented at the February 2017 BEIPC meeting.  The 

following table shows the Basin Blood Lead summary results from 2007 – 2016 for children residing in the 

Basin 6 months to 6 years of age. 

 

 
In early 2012, the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) changed its “level of concern” 

associated with childhood lead poisoning from a blood lead level of 10 micrograms per deciliter (µg/dl) to a 

new “reference value” of 5µg/dl.  The new lower value means that more children will be identified as 

having lead exposure allowing parents, doctors, public health officials, and communities to take action 

earlier to reduce the child’s future exposure to lead. 
 

In 2016, eight of the seventy children who participated in the annual summer Basin screening were 

identified with a blood lead level greater than 5µg/dl.  PHD screened an additional 28 children, outside of 

the annual screening, in the Basin communities during 2016 and conducted 3 in-home environmental 

consultations.  These in-home consultations help PHD and individual families identify ways to reduce the 

risk of exposure and detect potential sources in or around the home.  In addition, they can help distinguish 

exposure pathways the larger project can focus on to reduce blood lead levels.  PHD contacted all families 

of children who had a child with a blood lead level equal to or greater than 5µg/dl to provide information on 

how to reduce exposures and to offer follow-up screenings.   The blood lead screening program offered a 

$30 incentive in 2016 for children between ages 6 months to 6 years of age residing within the Basin; this 

will be continued for 2017. 

 

Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Number of Children 71 73 175 108 75 83 92 

 

77 

 

94 

 

70 

Min (μg/dl) 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 

Max (μg/dl) 9.0 14.0 10.0 20.0 12.0 8.0 16 11 13 9 

Ave (μg/dl) 2.9 2.4 3.1 2.5 3.1 3.3 2.8 3.1 3.2 3.2 

GeoMean (μg/dl) 2.6 2.1 2.7 2.1 2.6 3.1 2.5 2.9 2.8 2.9 
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Basin Property Remediation Program (BPRP)   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The BPRP sampling program was transferred from IDEQ’s contractor to the CDA Trust’s contractor, in 

2016.  The Trust and IDEQ coordinated efforts to contact landowners.  Through these coordinated efforts, 

sampling access was solicited from 249 properties, and access granted to 64 properties.  The Trust collected 

soil, vacuum dust, and drinking water samples at commercial and residential properties.  A total of 1,828 

soil samples, 13 vacuum dust samples, and 38 drinking water samples were collected throughout the year. 
 

The CDA Trust BPRP remediation program completed a total of 74 residential and commercial properties 

in 2016.  The construction season started on May 16
th

 and finished on November 16th.  The remedial 

contractor was successful in remediating a total of 1,009,945 square feet or 23.19 acres. 
 

In addition to the work noted above, IDEQ managed two property remediations in the Box where property 

owners changed their minds and requested cleanup of their properties where there was a prior refusal to 

allow the work. 
 

 
 

 

Hydro-seeding a Completed Property Remediation Area 

Year 

Number of 

Property 

Addresses 

Area 

Remediated 

(Acres) 

Waste From BPRP 

Disposed of in 

Repositories 

( Truckloads) 

Truckloads 

Per Acre 

2007 373 60 9,240 154 

2008 352 57 8,129 143 

2009 547 149 18,780 126 

2010 311 70 10,725 153 

2011 243 64 9,795 153 

2012 216 73 9,127 125 

2013 128 44 3,500 80 

2014 95 30 3,647 121 

2015 82  37 3,069 83 

2016 74 23 2,692 117 
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Remedy Protection Projects  
 

Remedy Protection is a high priority in the Upper Basin RODA and the SCIP developed by EPA in the fall 

of 2012.  The objective of this work is to protect the installed human health related remedy from 

recontamination and scouring caused by heavy precipitation and tributary flooding.  In 2012, planning, 

survey and design began on a number of projects in the urban areas of the Box and Upper Basin portion of 

OU-3 noted in the RODA.  IDEQ completed Remedy Protection work in the Box in 2015.   

 

The CDA Work Trust completed design of the following Basin projects in 2016: 

 Printers Creek in Wallace, 

 Mill Creek in Mullan, and  

 Copper Street/Boulder Creek in Mullan.   

 

In 2016, the CDA Work Trust also worked on designs for small projects along Valley View Road near 

Kingston and Rosebud Gulch in Osburn as well as construction of the lower portion of the Mill Creek 

project and most of the Copper Street/Boulder Creek project in Mullan.   

 

EPA plans to issue an Explanation of Significant Differences in 2017 to select a project along Valley View 

Road near Kingston, further refining the remedy protection projects for select side gulches noted in the 

RODA.   

 

 

 
 

Lower Mill Creek Remedy Protection Project in Mullan Under Construction 
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Partially Completed Mullan Copper/Boulder Remedy Protection Project,  

8
th

 St. Storm Drainage and Paving   

 

Paved Roadway Surface Remediation Program   
 

EPA and IDEQ implemented the roadway surface remediation program in 2013 to address the deterioration 

of contaminated paved road surfaces due to heavy traffic during site remediation activities to ensure road 

surfaces continue to serve as barriers that reduce or eliminate exposures to underlying contamination.  There 

were 593 road segments to be remediated in the original program Strategy; the EPA/IDEQ Roads Board has 

added approximately 10 segments that were not identified in the text of the Strategy, but were identified as 

qualifying in supplemental information, specifically road maps, as qualifying for remediation in the 

program.  Several roads segments previously included in the Strategy have been disqualified because they 

have just recently been rebuilt, and hence were not in need of work, or they belonged to the State of Idaho 

Transportation Department who does not qualify for funding in the program.  
 

The local road jurisdictions completed reconstruction of 421 segments in 2013-2016.  Many of these 

projects were completed in coordination with remedy protection projects and major subsurface utility 

projects in Mullan, Wallace and Kellogg, which were funded by public utilities or through local bond 

elections and USDA Rural Development grants.  In spite of the obvious cost effectiveness of the joint 

ventures between roads and subsurface infrastructure projects, Wallace, Kellogg and Mullan are behind 

their contract schedules for completion of 2016 work. 
 

Never-the-less, approximately70% of the roads segments have been remediated at a cost of approximately 

$31.8 M or approximately 58% of the original $54 M estimated to complete the program.  At the end of the 

2016 construction season the East Side Highway District, Smelterville and Wardner have completed all of 

the roads on their roads lists.  By the end of 2017 the Board anticipates that roads projects for Pinehurst, 

Shoshone County (Box), Osburn, Wallace and Mullan will be completed.  In 2018, Shoshone County will 

be close to completing its roads program as most of its roadways (after the 2017 season is completed) will 
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be repaired by sealcoating and chip sealing.  The City of Kellogg, however, will continue into 2019 with 

substantial construction projects that are joint ventures between roads remediation and subsurface utility 

replacements.  If completed in 2019, the Paved Roadway Surface Remediation Program will have been 

completed three years ahead of the 2012 projected 10-year schedule. 
  

 
 

Typical Street Condition Prior to Remediation Under the Paved Roads Program 

 

 

Chip Seal Project, Silver Valley Road, Paved Roads Program  
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Characterization of Mine and Mill Sites 

 

Characterization of mine and mill sites was performed to obtain site-specific information to identify sites 

that might pose a threat to human health, prioritize sites that are in close proximity to residential properties 

and may require remediation to address human health exposures, and ensure that completed human health 

remedies are not re-contaminated by migration of contaminants from mine and mill sites.   

 

Since more than 1,000 mining-impacted sites are catalogued for the Bunker Hill Superfund Site, sites that 

might pose a threat to human health were identified using the following categories.  These categories were 

selected to identify sites with potential human health exposures and to assist with site prioritization. 
 

•  Site is located within 200 feet of a residence. 

•  Site is located between 200 and 1,000 feet of a residence. 

•  Site intersects a road and/or stream upstream of a residential area. 

•  Site is up-gradient of a residential area. 

 

To perform characterization, the Sampling Analysis Plan/Quality Assurance Project Plan (SAP/QAPP) for 

Upper CDA Basin Mine and Mill Sites for Characterization of Human Health Risks was prepared to direct 

the following activities: historic desktop research, access agreements, site visits to determine potential 

human health concerns, and sampling (if necessary). 

 

By fall 2016, site visits under this SAP/QAPP include 75 sites in the Upper Basin and 22 sites in the Box. 

These sites were identified as needing a visit based on desktop research.  Samples were collected at some of 

the sites based on needs determined during the site visit.  In addition, 84 mine and mill sites were identified 

in drainage basins upstream of four public drinking water systems.  Water sampling was conducted in May 

and August of 2016 to characterize surface water upstream of the intakes and directly after treatment for 

each drinking water system.  Results during these two sampling events show that impacts of mining related 

activities and remaining historic mine wastes are minimal.  Lead was not detected within the source water 

for the public systems which provide water to the communities of Silverton, Wallace, Burke, and Mullan. 

 

During 2017, information and laboratory data compiled for this characterization will be used to prioritize 

sites for further action to address human health risks.  The purpose of prioritization is to assist with project 

sequencing as EPA and IDEQ determine the next steps for each site.  Next steps may include further 

characterization, remedial action, referral to other programs, or categorization as a current low priority for 

human health.   

 

Although some sites will be categorized as a low priority for human health based on the observations at the 

time of this site visit, the status may change in the future based on changes in site use (e.g., new residential 

buildings, new recreational uses, etc.).  Human health concerns may be re-evaluated in the future based on 

these changes.  Some sites were identified as high priority human health concerns immediately following 

receipt of laboratory data and have already been referred to the appropriate Bunker Hill programs or other 

agencies. 
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Repository Development and Management   

Introduction 

Repository development and management is an ongoing process that must meet the demand for the disposal 

of historic mining related contamination for the entire Basin environmental and human health related 

cleanup program.  The cleanup program includes the BPRP, and other cleanup actions performed by EPA 

through the Trust or IDEQ.  It also includes waste generated by private parties and local government 

agencies under the ICP and Paved Roads Program.  Without the expansion of existing repositories or the 

construction of new repositories, continued cleanup and control of contamination could be compromised 

and potentially stopped. 
 

The Upper Basin RODA specifies a two-part approach to waste management that utilizes both repositories 

and Waste Consolidation Areas (WCAs).  Repositories are large, centrally located areas within the Upper 

and Lower Basin where contaminated soil and material excavated during cleanup actions is transported to, 

managed, and secured.  WCAs will be located adjacent to or near the waste source areas and will serve for 

consolidation or placement of wastes from specifically identified sources such as mine and mill site 

remedial actions.  Repositories and WCAs (see the Upper Basin remedy section for more on WCAs) 

constructed under the remedy are engineered and constructed to reliably contain waste materials, and 

prevent contaminants from being released to surface water, groundwater, or air in concentrations that will 

cause state and/or federal standards to be exceeded.   
 

A third waste management approach was adopted in 2014 following public review and comment called the 

Community Fill Plan (CFP).  The CFP was developed in recognition that the ICP allows use of 

contaminated soils for fill and the need for fill material to create more developable ground in the Upper 

Basin.  Use of a CFP would take place under agreement between a generator and a property owner with 

space for fill, but must be approved by the PHD in compliance with the ICP.  PHD must seek approval of 

EPA and IDEQ for any CFPs proposed to dispose of 5,000 cubic yards (cy) or greater.  One CFP was 

developed in 2016.  The Government Gulch CFP was established directly adjacent to the Government 

Gulch Limited Use Repository (LUR) for the purpose of accepting ICP waste from collaborative projects 

involving sewer, water supply and other utility replacements and upgrades within the City of Kellogg. 
 

A fourth waste management approach takes advantage of the relatively low volume of base materials 

excavated during the paved roads projects, and their inclusion with the relatively inert asphalt or Portland 

cement concrete which makes up 30 – 50% of the wastes generated when roads are torn up for remediation.  

Three LURs accepted road waste material in 2016; the Shoshone County Transfer Station, the East Zanetti 

Yard, and the Government Gulch LUR.  LURs will take advantage of the roads waste physical 

characteristics which, when placed properly, make it a moderate quality construction fill.  LURs have all of 

the engineering controls used in larger scaled repositories, but are “limited” to the type of fill (roads waste) 

and duration of time (2-3 years) before they need to be closed, capped and covered.  The three primary 

goals for constructing LURs are: 1) the economy of disposing low toxicity wastes in places close to roads 

projects, 2) conserving repository space for more contaminated remediation waste, and 3) increasing the 

developable space inventory in the Upper Basin.   
 

Five repositories were operated to receive remedial action and ICP waste in the 2016 field season.  Big 

Creek Repository (BCR) and Big Creek Repository Annex (BCRA) near the community of Big Creek and 

Lower Burke Canyon Repository (LBCR) serve the Upper Basin, and East Mission Flats Repository 

(EMFR) near Cataldo serves communities in the Lower Basin.  The Page Repository, located near 

Smelterville, receives the ICP and remedial action wastes generated by the cleanup activities conducted in 

the “Box.”  EMFR, BCR, BCRA and LBCR were operated by the Trust.  Page is operated by IDEQ.  Both 

IDEQ and the Trust directed waste to the repositories to minimize transportation distances and costs.  In 

addition, the Page Repository continues to use recycled construction materials extracted from Basin and 

Box waste streams which helps to further reduce repository operating costs.  A summary of activity at each 

site is described in the sections below.   
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Waste Consolidation Area in East Fork 9 Mile Canyon Prepared for Winter Closure 

 
Big Creek Repository 
 

During 2016, BCR received 1,162 truckloads from the BPRP, 192 truckloads from the ICP, zero truckloads 

from Remedy Protection Projects and zero truckloads from paved roads projects.  Final in-place, compacted 

volume calculated from the truck load count was about 10,800 loose cy.  This material was placed and 

compacted in accordance with the fill plan outlined in the annual BCR Operations Plan.  The Trust’s site 

management contractor oversaw these activities including operation of the decontamination facility.  In 

2015, the water quality monitoring program at the site found that BCR operations had not impacted adjacent 

surface or ground waters.   
 

BPRP and ICP wastes received at BCR in 2016 were placed on top of the repository, which currently has 

about 130,000 compacted cy of capacity left for disposal.  Starting immediately after the last of these wastes 

were received the slope was stabilized and hydro seeded.  The year-end repository shutdown activities have 

been completed and include: 
 

 Finish grading of the north and west slopes of the BCR North End expansion area were initiated 

and completed.  All slopes were cut/filled to a nominal 3:1 slope, and track-walked to prevent 

erosion. 
 

 The active placement surface of the BCR North End expansion area was graded and sloped inward 

to prevent consolidated runoff from eroding any finished slopes. 
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 A storm water ditch (constructed of filter fabric and six inch cobble) was constructed at the 

interface between BCR North End expansion waste and the original tailings pond berm at the NW 

corner of the site to convey collected storm water off the waste mass. 

 

 Additional storm water management controls including straw waddles and hydro-seeding with a 

native seed mix were installed on finished slopes to further protect against erosion of these 

surfaces. 
 

At the end of the 2016 construction season, the BCR contained approximately 600,800cy of waste soils.   

 

Big Creek Repository Annex 
 

Development of the BCRA was completed in 2015 and the repository opened to take remedial and ICP 

waste.  In 2016 BCRA received 82 truckloads from the BPRP, 511 from the ICP, and 136 from the Paved 

Roads Program.  The Annex capitalized on being able to use the existing infrastructure at BCR such as the 

main entrance and wash station.  
 

 
 

Shoshone County Transfer Station LUR 
 

Shoshone County Transfer Station LUR 
 

The Shoshone County Transfer Station Limited Use Repository (LUR) is designed as a permanent disposal 

location for waste material generated by the Paved Roads Program.  This design provides for a disposal 

capacity of approximately 22,240 cy of material.   
 

The Transfer Station received 695 truckloads of road waste for an estimated 6,300 cy of waste placed in 

2016.  When complete, the Shoshone County Transfer Station LUR will provide two flat surfaces (0.4 acres 

and 3.45 acres) to be utilized by Shoshone County. 
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East Zanetti Yard LUR 
 

The East Zanetti Yard Limited Use Repository (LUR) is designed as a permanent disposal location for 

waste material generated by the Paved Roads Program.  This design provides for a disposal capacity of 

approximately 28,500 compacted cubic yards of material.  East Zanetti Yard received 572 truckloads of 

waste from the City of Osburn for a total of 5,500 cy waste placed. 
 

When complete, the East Zanetti Yard LUR will provide 5 acres of additional flat land to be used only for 

commercial development. 

 

Government Gulch LUR 
 

The Government Gulch LUR was developed and partially filled in 2015 and IDEQ resumed operations of 

the LUR in 2016.  It is estimated that it will operate for one more year before being closed in a way that 

supports redevelopment of approximately 6 acres of land.  The LUR was established to take paved road 

waste from Box Remedy Protection and Paved Roadway Programs.  It received 4,277 truckloads from the 

Paved Roadway Program in 2016. 

 

East Mission Flats Repository  
 

In 2016, the EMFR repository received 597 truckloads from the BPRP, and 544 truckloads from the ICP.  

Final in-place, compacted volume calculated from the truck load count was about 9,800 cy.  As in the past, 

the ICP disposal area will be available at the east end of EMFR to receive ICP waste during the winter 

closure period.  The ICP area will be managed by the Trust’s Operations Contractor during the winter 

closure period.  Prior to spring runoff, all ICP waste will be transported and stockpiled on top of the 

repository for processing and future placement and compaction.   
 

Semiannual groundwater monitoring was conducted at six monitoring wells located on or near EMFR. 

Groundwater and surface water monitoring results indicate that disposal activities have not impacted water 

quality near the site. 

 

Lower Burke Canyon Repository  
 

During 2016, LBCR received 846 truckloads from BPRP, 2,305 truckloads from the ICP, 938 truckloads 

from Remedy Protection Projects, and zero truckloads from paved roads projects.  For a total waste 

placement of 36,800 cy.  Starting immediately after the last of these wastes were received the slope was 

stabilized and hydro seeded.  The year-end repository shutdown activities have been completed and include:  
 

 Create low area sump near decontamination pad to ensure that runoff from the asphalt area is 

contained on site.   
 

 Construct drainage swale around south end of fill limits to collect any runoff during rain on snow 

events. 
 

 Crown center of waste area to encourage drainage to runoff collection ditches. 
 

 Additional storm water management controls including straw waddles and hydro-seeding with a 

native seed mix were installed on finished slopes to further protect against erosion of these 

surfaces. 
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Page Repository 
 

The Page Repository is located just west of Smelterville.  End of year surveys for placed and compacted 

wastes at Page are still in progress.  However, IDEQ’s Program manager estimated that during 2016 Page 

received and disposed of approximately 1,202 truckloads of ICP waste generated in the Box.  Most of these 

materials were generated by commercial developments and utility upgrades.  Page received no remedial 

action wastes from the Paved Roads Program in the Box.  
 

To mitigate for the expansion of the Page Repository into the West Page Swap, the West End Natural 

Infiltration Area (WENI) wetland restoration project was constructed.  The WENI mitigation project is 

currently in a monitoring mode, but results from field inspections conclude that the area is developing at a 

much faster than expected rate.  The IDF&G has been contracted by IDEQ to implement the Robinson 

Creek Wetlands project, which will provide for the residual mitigation obligations for the Page Expansion.  

IDFG completed revegetation of Robinson Creek area in 2016.   Robinson Creek will now begin a 

monitoring and evaluation phase. 

 

East Fork of Ninemile Creek Waste Consolidation Area 
 

During 2016 the East Fork WCA received 125,000 cy of waste from the Success Mine Complex Dump.  

Additional work conducted at the WCA included expansion for additional capacity and continued 

generation of soils for future capping and repairs.   

 

Additional Disposal Locations 
 

In addition to the operational repositories, two separate areas for future disposal and permanent storage of 

mining related contamination are currently in some stage of consideration and/or planning.  The repository 

site selection process initiated in 2008 culminated in the identification of two new repository sites in the 

Upper Basin; the Osburn Tailings Impoundment (OTI) near Osburn and the Lower Burke Canyon 

Repository (LBCR).  The existing Silver Valley Natural Resource Trustee Repository (SVNRT) near LBCR 

is being considered for development into another Basin Repository in association with LBCR.  During 2016 

investigations were conducted in this area to determine how to best address discharges from the repository 

to Canyon Creek while also expanding the disposal capacity in this area.  A 30% design for this expansion 

is being developed which will then be subject to a public comment period as was conducted in the 2008 

repository site selection process.  This public comment opportunity will occur in early 2017.   

     

Upper Basin Remedies 
 

Cleanup Actions in East Fork Nine Mile Creek (EFNM) 
 

In 2016, remedies in the EFNM Creek Basin consisted of the following: 

 Operations and maintenance (O&M) of the Interstate Callahan Mine Rock Dumps, Rex Mine No. 2, 

and infrastructure to support remedial actions (RAs). 

 Construction of the initial year of the Success Mine Complex RA project. 

 Operation and expansion of the EFNM Waste Consolidation Area (WCA).  

 Continued surface water monitoring in EFNM Basin. 

 Completion of the 100% design for Phase 2 of the EFNM WCA Expansion. 

 Completion of Success Mine Complex Adit Memorandum, which includes historical research and a 

vibration study near and around adits. 
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 Continued work to address all applicable regulatory requirements including compliance with the 

National Historic Preservation Act, Endangered Species Act, and Clean Water Act.   

 Completion of pre-design investigation at the Interstate Mill Site to support RA design, which 

included installation of three monitoring wells and fourteen piezometers. 

The following summarizes the construction activities conducted in the EFNM Basin: 

 Approximately 124,235 cy of contaminated waste rock and mine tailings were hauled from 

the Success Complex and placed and compacted at the EFNM WCA resulting in 94,175 in 

place compacted cy at the WCA. 

 Approximately 1.2 acres of remediated steep slope at the Success Mine Complex were 

covered and revegetated.  

 Completion of EFNM WCA Phase 2 expansion was completed, which included generation 

of approximately 84,000 cy clean cover soil and 71,000 cy of rock. 

 Placement of temporary cover materials over contaminated waste rock and mine tailings at 

WCA prior to winter shutdown. 
 

The above projects within the EFNM Creek Basin employed a total of 78 workers during the 2016 

construction season, 83% of which were local. 

 
 

 
 

Completed Interstate Callahan Rock  Dump Remediation 
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Success Mine Complex Dump Excavation and Haul to WCA  

 

 
 

Disposal of Success Mine Complex Dump Material at WCA  
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Lower Basin Remedies  
 

The cleanup described in the 2002 OU-3 ROD for the Lower Basin includes actions for the wetlands and 

lateral lakes, the river banks, splay areas and river bed.  These remedial actions, envisioned primarily as 

pilot studies, are being evaluated for implementation under the 2002 OU-3 ROD.  The objectives of 

remediation in the Lower Basin are focused on reducing risks to human health and wildlife by reducing 

exposure to particulate lead and improving habitat quality in the CDA River system.  Remedies that address 

human health or ecological exposure, coupled with continued evolution of our understanding of sediment 

transport and recontamination in the Lower Basin, are interconnected with natural resource restoration 

actions.  
 

Health Intervention Program projects lead by IDEQ and Kellogg PHD continue to be relevant and 

meaningful Basin-wide.  Projects aim to lower human exposure rates to heavy metals through educational 

outreach.  With help from partnering agencies, a number of efforts were undertaken in 2016 including 

airing radio announcements, staffing informational booths, providing educational presentations to school 

students, and providing health signs and information for jet boat races held in May.  This purpose of these 

activities was to provide health tips to recreationists.  Long-term planning for addressing Human Health 

Risks as a result of recreational activities in both the Lower and Upper Basin is described in the Recreation 

Sites Section of this Report. 
 

EPA continued two pilot projects initiated in 2015 to evaluate wetland mitigation options.  Thin-layer 

capping is one method considered promising for sensitive wetlands to cost-effectively reduce ecosystem 

impacts from contamination while limiting the hydraulic effects of remedial actions.   In February 2016, 

EPA collected baseline samples and installed eight thin-layer capping test plots in Lane Marsh to test the 

effect on vegetation of varying thicknesses of capping material.   Soil scientists from EPA’s Office of 

Research and Development are also evaluating wetland soil characteristics to guide further research on 

sediment treatments that may reduce the bioavailability of lead to waterfowl.  In June, additional sampling 

and monitoring of the test plots included collecting benthic samples from water and sediment and 

documenting initial vegetation regrowth.  Both projects will be expanded in 2017.  
 

EPA and project partners, including the Trust and the Restoration Partnership, monitored the river bank 

isolation project that was constructed in 2014 at the Kahnderosa Campground property, immediately 

downstream of Cataldo.  A final construction report was prepared documenting the remedial action.  

Additional opportunities to reduce human exposures in the Lower Basin will continue to be considered 

concurrent with the model development and evaluations of remedial options.   
 

The sediment transport model was developed during 2016, utilizing the extensive data that has been 

collected in recent years regarding suspended sediment and river bed characteristics.  A variety of 

refinements to the model were made to account for the complexities of hydraulic flow in the Lower Basin, 

and results show good agreement with measured rates of sediment flux and floodplain deposition. The 

sediment transport model is undergoing final calibration, and completion and documentation are scheduled 

for early 2017.  The sediment transport model, in concert with the previously-developed one- and two-

dimensional hydraulic models of the Lower Basin, provide a valuable suite of tools for simulating existing 

and possible future conditions, and for prioritizing and evaluating remedial options.   
 

Other work to support development of the sediment transport model and to fill remaining data gaps was 

conducted throughout 2016.  A repeat bathymetric survey of the riverbed in the Lower Basin was conducted 

to compare with previous surveys in 2011 and 2012 to document areas with high rates of erosion and 

deposition.  Additionally, a phased sampling plan was developed and implemented to characterize 

floodplain deposits of contaminated sediment, with the first phase providing data for six floodplain areas  
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and three possible wetland remediation sites.  EPA is coordinating with state and federal agencies and the 

CDA Tribe regarding prioritization and possible cleanup actions in these and other areas.   
 

An extensive network of floodplain sediment deposition tiles was monitored following winter flooding to 

document the rates and characteristics of deposited sediment, and data from the 2015 and 2016 water years 

was documented.  The depositional sediment network will remain in place for the current water year, and 

flood stage suspended sediment sampling will be conducted if high flows occur in 2017.  In addition, flood 

stage sampling by boat is planned to collect specialized data regarding particle size distribution and lead 

concentrations at multiple points along the river over multiple stages of flooding; these data will help 

validate modeling efforts and guide remedial strategies.    
 

Documentation of ongoing data collection and analysis being conducted to support the Enhanced 

Conceptual Site Model (ECSM) continued through 2016, with updates to the initial ESCM (EPA, August 

2010) being prepared as work elements were completed.  A detailed compilation of data and analyses 

addressing the processes of sediment and lead transport, erosion and deposition (TM D-3) was completed 

and distributed to stakeholders.  An evaluation and analysis of river bed morphology, with sediment and 

lead characteristics, was drafted and is scheduled for completion in 2017.  A characterization report of 

sediment particles, which affects contaminant mobilization, transport and deposition and how this is 

represented in the sediment transport model are also nearing completion.  Other similar ECSM updates are 

currently being reviewed by EPA and will be made available to stakeholders in 2017.  Information being 

documented in the ECSM series helps in both decision making and the parameterization of the sediment 

transport model and will help guide the selection and design of pilot projects. 
 

The wetland restoration project construction on property owned by the IDFG near Robinson Creek was 

completed in early 2016.  The property acquisition and restoration work was only made possible through 

the collaboration of multiple entities including EPA, IDFG, Idaho Transportation Department, the 

Restoration Partnership, and AVISTA.  EPA provided Superfund dollars, through IDEQ, to construct the 

wetlands in return for the wetland mitigation credits required for the expansion of the Page Repository.  On 

the ground work included but is not limited to; 1) the development of a series of wetland and island 

features, 2) planting of native vegetation (e.g., water potato which is a culturally significant species to the 

CDA Tribe and a vital source of nutrition to Tundra Swans and other water fowl), and 3) stream alterations 

of Robinson Creek.  The wetland restoration will create clean waterfowl habitat.  This project is an 

excellent example of collaboration between multiple entities and it will provide valuable experience for 

learning how to get the most out of natural resource restoration funds. 
 

EPA continued the development of a comprehensive strategic plan to further the work already underway in 

the Lower Basin, and to detail the work to be completed over the next 3-5 years. This plan will outline a 

decision matrix or tool for prioritizing pilot projects and remedial actions that may be completed over the 

next 20-30 years, and will detail a stakeholder and community engagement process.  EPA will seek input 

from stakeholders on the plan before finalizing it.  EPA anticipates the strategic planning development 

process to be completed in late 2017.   
 

EPA is not selecting new remedies for the Lower Basin through this strategic planning process, but 

prioritizing, evaluating and implementing actions that have been previously selected in the OU-3 ROD.  

The ROD provides a large degree of flexibility in how EPA chooses to approach development and 

implementation of remedies in the Lower Basin.  EPA may also implement supplemental actions, which are 

not explicitly identified by the ROD; in such a case, EPA will evaluate the need for an Explanation of 

Significant Differences (ESD) or ROD amendment.  EPA expects that actions will be taken as necessary to:  

1) provide data to help inform future decisions 2) provide protection to human health exposure and 3) 

provide protection to sensitive species and contribute to a functioning ecosystem. 
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Core Sampling in Lane Marsh 

 

  
 

Installing Test Plots Lower Basin 
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Recreational Sites 
 

During 2016, EPA, IDEQ, PHD, and CDA Trust (collectively referred to as the Recreation Sites Team) 

worked together to develop a strategy to address and manage human health risks from exposure to lead and 

other metals that can occur during recreational activities throughout the Upper and Lower Coeur d’Alene 

Basin.  A document summarizing the proposed strategy (EPA, IDEQ, PHD and CDA Trust, 2016) was 

issued in September 2016 for public and stakeholder comments and suggestions.  The strategy document 

seeks input on the following: 

 Priority recreational sites, activities, and/or concerns 

 Needs for maintained recreation areas to replace highly contaminated areas 

 Actions to add to the risk management “toolbox” 

 Locations to apply certain actions or ideas for pilot projects 

 Recommendations of priority sites and/or concerns to provide to other stakeholders who own or 
manage recreational properties. 

Community outreach and education is an important way to help people manage health risks while recreating 

in the Basin.  A robust outreach and education program has been in place for years and will continue to be 

implemented and expanded as part of implementing this strategy.  
 

The following tasks are planned for 2017: 1) review of stakeholder comments and additional data gathering, 

2) development of an Implementation Plan for actions at recreation sites, and 3) begin pilot projects or 

initial actions during the summer of 2017.  
  

The CDA Tribe will be joining the Recreation Sites Team during development of the implementation plan 

and will continue to be involved during future planning and implementation.  
 

Reference: 

EPA, IDEQ, PHD, and CDA Trust. 2016; CDA Basin Recreational Sites Strategy, Bunker Hill Mining and 

Metallurgical Complex Superfund Site. September 2016. 
 

 
 

Example of Public Camping in Contaminated Sediment Along the CDA River 
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State of Washington Projects 
 

The Washington State Department of Ecology performed observational site visits at the eight Spokane 

River beach cleanup sites in 2016.  Sampling was not conducted as part of the site visits.  Despite some new 

accumulation of sediment at the sites, the remedies appear to be intact and performing as expected.  

Observational site visits will be performed in 2017, but no sampling is planned.   

 

Basin Environmental Monitoring 
 

Basin Environmental Monitoring Plan (BEMP) 
 

In 2016, EPA continued implementing recommended changes from the optimization review.  The 

recommendations will help streamline and focus monitoring efforts in the Basin.  Below are the overarching 

recommendations from the optimization effort: 

 Distinguish monitoring required to assess Remedial Action performance and efficacy versus long-

term progress toward remedial goals. 

 Develop monitoring objectives for all monitoring based on information needed for site management 

decisions and regulatory requirements. 

 Define baseline datasets for each monitoring program and medium. 

 Articulate assumptions and expectations about chemical quality and ecological responses to 

remedial efforts. 

 Describe how data will be managed and analyzed. 

 Identify management actions potentially resulting from the outcome of data analyses. 

At the end of 2015, EPA issued a new Bunker Hill Superfund Site-wide Quality Management Plan 

Environmental Monitoring Program Management Plan and is currently developing a new a Site-wide Data 

Management Plan.  Both of these documents incorporate the optimization team recommendations.  EPA is 

also developing a new Bunker Hill Superfund Site-wide Environmental Monitoring Program Management 

Plan and plans to have the document completed in 2017.  EPA is also currently developing Remedial 

Action (RA) effectiveness monitoring plans for cleanup efforts in East Fork Nine Mile Creek and planned 

upgrades to the Central Treatment Plant (CTP). 

 

The major goal of the BEMP is to monitor and evaluate the progress of the remedy in terms of improving 

ecosystem conditions.  Consistent with that goal, the BEMP will provide data relative to the following 

Basin-wide monitoring objectives: 

 Assess long-term status and trends of surface water, sediment, groundwater and biological 

resource conditions in the Basin using rigorous statistical analysis. 

 Evaluate progress toward meeting remedial action objectives (RAOs), applicable or relevant and 

appropriate requirements (ARARs), and preliminary remediation goals (PRGs). 

 Improve the understanding of Basin environmental processes and variability to improve the 

effectiveness and efficiency of remedial actions. 

 Provide data for CERCLA - required Five-Year Reviews of remedy performance. 
 

During 2016, United States Geological Survey (USGS), IDEQ, USFWS and EPA continued BEMP and 

EMP sampling.   Specific activities are outlined below. 
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Surface Water 
 

In calendar year 2016, USGS collected 68 stream discharge and water-quality samples from 16 OU-3 and 4 

OU-2 surface-water stations for a range of hydrographic events.  Samples were collected during the winter 

flush in February, during the spring snowmelt runoff in April, during the hydrograph recession in June, and 

during anomalously high flow conditions in October and November.  Each site was sampled between 2 and 

4 times during the year.  All samples were analyzed for nutrients, selected trace metals and major ions, and 

suspended sediment.  
 

In addition, 2 sites (CDA River at Rose Lake and CDA River at Harrison) were sampled twice in May, 

before and after the jet boat races, and 1 additional site (CDA River at Cataldo) was also sampled before the 

jet boat races.  These samples were analyzed for selected trace metals and suspended sediment. 
 

Twelve of the 16 OU-3 stations are collecting continuous streamflow data and are telemetered with real-

time streamflow access. Information can be viewed at http://waterdata.usgs.gov/id/nwis/rt 
 

Spring snowmelt runoff occurred earlier but was similar in magnitude to the median runoff flows.  Based on 

historical data, the calendar year 2016 runoff occurred about 3-4 weeks earlier than normal.  As a result, 

recessional samples were collected in June whereas normally they have been collected in July or even as 

late as August.  Fall samples collected in October to November 2016 at most of the BEMP stations were 

taken at anomalously high flows due to record high October precipitation in the region. 
 

All gaging station stream discharge and water-quality records for the BEMP gages for Water Year (WY) 

2015 were worked up, approved, and included in the 2015 USGS annual data report for Idaho.  The annual 

data summaries were completed and delivered to EPA during the first quarter of calendar year 2016.  

The USGS discussed updates to the Surface Water QAPP and Data Management Plan with the EPA, and 

anticipates completing updates to this document early in calendar year 2017. 
 

Finally, the USGS developed a work plan and budget and conducted reconnaissance for a seepage study to 

evaluate groundwater loading of dissolved cadmium and zinc to the SFCDA River between Kellogg and 

Smelterville prior to upgrades to the CTP.  However, due to record high October precipitation, the study 

was postponed and is now scheduled to take place in late August 2017. 

 

Groundwater 
 

In 2016, IDEQ administered semiannual groundwater sampling within OU-2 of the Bunker Hill Box in 

accordance with the BEMP Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) for Groundwater Monitoring. This 

QAPP was prepared to incorporate groundwater monitoring into the BEMP (previously groundwater 

monitoring was conducted under the OU-2 EMP) and optimize the long-term groundwater monitoring 

network by reducing the number of analytes and sites sampled.    
 

Groundwater sampling was conducted at 11 sites during April high flow conditions and 11 sites during 

October low flow conditions.  In addition to measurement of typical field parameters, samples underwent 

laboratory analysis for dissolved metals (antimony, arsenic, copper, cadmium, lead, and zinc) at all sites, 

total phosphorus for one site, and the remaining sites were analyzed for acidity, alkalinity, total dissolved 

solids, total suspended solids, anions, and o-phosphate. 
 

Groundwater data were collected in both the fall and spring 2016 events for ongoing baseline monitoring in 

preparation for the installation of the groundwater collection system in OU-2 between the CIA and I-90. In 

the future, data analysis will also include estimating dissolved metal loads to the SFCDR, monitoring 

remedy performance and effectiveness, and evaluating long-term response to the collection system 

operation.  

 

http://waterdata.usgs.gov/id/nwis/rt
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Biological Resources 
 

USFWS conducted waterfowl surveys from late February to late April 2016 in lower basin floodplain 

wetlands recording observations of waterfowl use and tundra swan mortalities, weekly waterfowl survey 

updates were distributed.  In August pre-remedial benthic macroinvertebrate collection in the SFCDR for 

diversity and abundance and metals residue tissue analysis was conducted above and below the CTP outfall.  

Benthic macroinvertebrate samples were submitted to EcoAnalysts in Moscow, Idaho, for diversity and 

abundance analysis.   
 

Waterfowl survey field data and waterfowl and songbird blood; bullhead liver, fish and benthic 

macroinvertebrate metals residue data collected as part of the remedial effectiveness and long-term 

monitoring was prepared for uploading to WQX. 

 

Sediment 
 

Sediment data WY 2016 (October 1, 2015 to September 30, 2016) are summarized below. Data collected 

support evaluations of sediment and contaminant transport. Collectively, these data will help support the 

selection, design, implementation, and effectiveness evaluation of remedial actions throughout the Basin. 

Specifically, the sediment data will be used for the following: 

 Assess status and trends of metals concentration in sediment over time 

 Enhance the understanding of sediment fate and transport processes 

 Assess changes in the characteristics of sediment and sediment transport over time 

 Provide data for use in sediment transport models that are being developed for the Lower Basin of the 

CDA River 

In 2014 the threshold criteria for sampling of suspended sediment was raised from 20,000 cubic feet per 

second (cfs) flow to 25,000 cfs at Cataldo.  No flows in WY 2016 met the threshold criteria therefore, no 

supplemental high-volume suspended sediment samples were collected during either water year. 
 

Depositional sediment samples were collected in WY 2015 and WY 2016. Sampling was not conducted in 

the Upper Basin, consistent with revisions of the BEMP plan in 2014.  Relatively low or short-duration 

flood flow conditions in WY 2015 and WY 2016 resulted in the absence of depositional sediment at some 

tile stations, and samples were not collected in these cases.  Samples were collected at the supplemental 

tiles locations with deposited material in WY 2015. 

 

The following conclusions provide a general summary of the data collected for WY 2016: 

 Low flows in WY 2016 resulted in lack of inundation and deposition at many off-channel locations. 

 Lead concentrations increase rapidly in the downstream direction from Cataldo, indicating that lead is 

being mobilized from within the CDA River channel below the grade break. 

 The highest lead concentrations from supplemental sampling stations were measured near the Strobl 

splay area, near Swan Lake, and near Killarney Lake.  Lead concentrations were highly variable at the 

stations sampled, but were generally lower in the upstream areas. 

EPA will continue to make analytical results from site surface water, sediment, and groundwater sampling 

available on a web-accessible data management system; human health-related data will not be included in 

this database.  For the last several years, EPA has made site environmental monitoring data available 

through a web page.  Nationally the STORET system is transitioning to the new WQX data management 

system and the site environmental monitoring data will be accessible at a new website: 

http://gispub9.epa.gov/cda/.  EPA is working with USFWS to incorporate the biological monitoring data 

into WQX.   

http://gispub9.epa.gov/cda/
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USGS Surface Water Sampling Prior to Jet Boat Race 

 

 
 

USGS Surface Water Sampling After Jet Boat Race 
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Part 2 –  

Other BEIPC Activities and Responsibilities: 
 

Lake Management Activities 
 

The Lake Management Plan (LMP), developed by the CDA Tribe and IDEQ, was finalized in 2009.  Since 

then the CDA Tribe and IDEQ have been implementing core aspects of the LMP.  LMP coordinators with 

IDEQ and the CDA Tribe are in the process of conducting an audit of activities completed by various 

stakeholders since 2009.  LMP Staff is continuing to interview stakeholders and partners to update lists of 

accomplishments that will be compiled in a final report by May 2017. 
 

LMP implementation accomplishments in 2016 consisted of the following staff activities: 

Science Core Program 

 LMP staff is in the process of updating the 2008-2014 Lake Status report with 2015 data, and will 

have it available for stakeholders at the February 2017 BEIPC meeting. 

  

 LMP staff finalized publication of the 2008-2014 Coeur d’Alene Lake Status Report, and made it 

available on their website, as well directly sharing it with Basin Commissioners and staff. 
 

 Routine core lake monitoring by CDA Tribe and IDEQ staff continued through 2016. 

   

 IDEQ completed rooted aquatic plant surveys within Bell, Hungry Hollow, Black, Martin, Grand, 

Driftwood, Crescent, Happy Cove, Delcardo, and Casco Bays.  Milfoil was identified in Bell Bay 

and reported to AVISTA Corporation and the Idaho State Department of Agriculture for response.  

Annual reports of the plant surveys are forwarded to AVISTA.  IDEQ is a cooperative partner under 

AVISTA’s aquatic plant management program. 
 

 The CDA Tribe continued its milfoil treatment program in southern waters during 2016.  Work 

included continued herbicide and bottom barrier treatments.  The CDA Tribe also conducted pre and 

post treatment monitoring to determine efficacy of treatments as well as conducted water quality 

sampling during the treatments.  Sagittaria latifolia (sqigwts or water potato) patches near herbicide 

treatment plots were encircled using containment booms to reduce off target damage to this 

culturally significant plant. 
 

Education & Outreach Core Program 

 Revision of the Coeur d’Alene Basin Lake*A*Syst materials was initiated in order to incorporate 

feedback from stakeholder groups.  Revisions are ongoing based on stakeholder feedback. 
 

 The LMP partnered with University of Idaho (UI) to seek funding from the Wells Fargo Foundation 

to support a Lake A Syst outreach educator but were unsuccessful in this attempt.  All partners are 

committed to continued pursuit of funding for this effort in 2017. 
 

 LMP staff conducted water quality training for camp counselors at Camp Cross in Loffs Bay and 

Camp Easton in Gotham Bay.  Time constraints prevented partnering on training for Camp Four 

Echoes in 2016, but LMP staff continues to partner with them on the management of their 

demonstration vegetative buffer, installed in late 2015. 
 

 For the seventh consecutive year, LMP staff participated in a water quality educational booth at the 

North Idaho Fair in August, with partners from EPA and BEIPC.  Survey information was collected 

from booth visitors in order to assess the audience reached at this event.  This information will be 
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used for 2017 outreach planning, especially critical given the loss of the IDEQ Silver Valley 

outreach position that had co-coordinated this event. 
 

 Throughout 2016, LMP staff provided updates on LMP activities to a variety of community groups 

and made various presentations to the public. 
 

 LMP staff participated in several K-12 educational programs, including water science days at 

Ramsey and Hayden Meadows Elementary; UI’s Confluence Project; Women in Science Fair at 

North Idaho College (NIC); and other science-based programs. 
 

 LMP staff continued to be involved with the Panhandle Stormwater and Erosion Education Program 

(SEEP) and in partnership with the UI Community Water Resource Program (CWRC).  LMP staff 

collaborated with UI to begin development of an outdoor classroom at the CWRC, featuring Low 

Impact Development (LID) technology.  A survey was conducted with funding from LMP and the 

Aquifer Protection District, and the CDA Tribe’s engineer has begun working on site design with 

UI’s water quality Extension Educator. 
 

 LMP staff collaborated with the Spokane River Forum, CDA 2030 Project, the UI CWRC, the 

Coeur d’Alene Chamber of Commerce Natural Resource Committee (NR Committee) to conduct the 

second Our Gem Lake Symposium in March 2016.  Approximately 200 attendees participated in the 

symposium, which featured updates from the LMP limnologists, as well as stakeholder 

presentations.  A third symposium date has been set for November 2017, once again in partnership 

with Spokane River Forum. 
 

 LMP staff worked with the NR Committee to award three more “Local Gems” awards, for a total of 

five to date.  Local Gems is a program that was developed to recognize businesses and individuals 

that are doing things good for the health of Coeur d’Alene Lake.  The NR Committee selects an 

award recipient quarterly and announces the recipient at the Chamber’s regularly-scheduled Upbeat 

Breakfast events. 
 

Nutrient Inventory & Nutrient Reduction Core Program 

 CDA Tribe and IDEQ staff continued to develop a GIS-based nutrient loading model.  Staff have 

integrated available data into this model, and have shared preliminary presentations on their work at 

the BEIPC Technical Leadership Group and with the BEIPC.  The draft is currently under internal 

review. 
 

 LMP partners involved in the Coeur d’Alene Tributaries Watershed Advisory Group continue to 

focus on planning efforts in the Wolf Lodge drainage.  The River Design Group conducted a 

watershed assessment to identify sediment sources, and they are developing a prioritized list of 

project sites and conceptual drawings that will be available to the WAG in 2017.  LMP staff 

continues to provide technical assistance as requested. 
 

 LMP staff partnered  with the Kootenai Shoshone Soil and Water Conservation District (KSSWCD), 

the Idaho Soil and Water Conservation Commission and the Worley Highway District to implement 

a road improvement project in 2016 that leveraged §319 funding to replace 14 culverts on 

Bloomsburg Road in Kootenai County.  LMP staff compiled a short YouTube video detailing the 

project that was shared at the November 2016 Basin Commission meeting, which is available here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9nbVL_MlyA 
 

 Planning is ongoing to evaluate private lands along the St. Joe River and other tributaries to the lake 

for potential erosion/nutrient reduction projects.  This is a cooperative effort with AVISTA, IDEQ, 

the CDA Tribe, Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), and others. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9nbVL_MlyA
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Partnerships with Other Entities 

 LMP staff continued to be involved in the CDA River and Lake Tributaries Watershed Advisory 

Group (WAG), and the St. Joe/St. Maries Rivers WAG.  These WAGs have completed 5-year 

reviews of existing Total Maximum Dairy Limits (TMDLs) of constituents for these water bodies. 
 

 LMP staff worked with the BEIPC Executive Director to provide LMP activity updates to the TLG, 

CCC, and BEIPC during quarterly meetings and for written reports. 
 

 LMP staff continued coordination with county staff and the CDA 2030 Project and have continued 

participation in the NR Committee.  The LMP coordinator for the CDA Tribe was elected to a 

second term on the CDA 2030 Project board. 
 

 LMP staff provided review and comment to land use applications throughout the Basin where there 

can be potential impacts to the lake or tributary water quality. 
 

 LMP staff continued to collaborate with the UI EPSCoR “Managing Idaho Landscapes for Ecosystem 

Services (MILES)” project, which supports joint outreach activities and special studies. 
 

 The CDA Tribe collaborated with UI MILES faculty to submit a proposal for expansion of data to 

improve the predictive ability of the ELCOM-CAEDYM model. 
 

 The CDA Tribal LMP Staff is collaborating with the Benewah Medical and Wellness Center to support a 

parking lot redesign that will feature improved stormwater BMPs and restoration of a short segment of a 

Plummer Creek tributary.  The Tribe’s engineer is providing design support for the project, planned for 

summer of 2017. 
 

This continued level of coordination with BEIPC forums maximizes opportunities for information exchange 

and advice, while recognizing that IDEQ and the CDA Tribe retain their respective decision-making 

authorities. 

 
Flood Control and Infrastructure Revitalization 
 

The BEIPC Executive Director worked with the local jurisdictions to complete the inventory of drainage 

and flood control facilities in the side drainages of the SFCDR.  That inventory will be used to work with 

the CDA River Watershed Management Group to develop an Operation and Maintenance Plan for these 

facilities including assignment of O&M responsibilities to insure that they are properly maintained.  It can 

also be used by the Resource Partnership, working with local road jurisdictions to determine where culvert 

and bridge replacement projects could be coordinated to address fish passage and habitat improvement. 

   

The BEIPC continued to assist Upper Basin communities and utilities in pursuing funding to implement the 

Upper Basin Drainage Control and Infrastructure Revitalization Plan (DCIRP).   A large number of the 

priority drainage control projects and roads needs in the DCIRP have been and continue to be implemented 

as remedy protection and Paved Roadway Surface Remediation projects included in CERCLA/Superfund 

cleanup activities.  A number of the local utility jurisdictions continued to replace potable water lines and 

sanitary sewers ahead of road and street actions under the Paved Roadway Program and the road program 

was coordinated with the utility work and remedy protection work to enhance the accomplishments being 

made with the funds available.  
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Restoration Partnership 
 

The Restoration Partnership (Partnership) is made up of the Natural Resource Trustees which includes the 

USFS, BLM, USFWS, the CDA Tribe, and the State of Idaho; represented by the IDFG and IDEQ.  The 

purpose of the Trustees’ restoration projects is to restore natural resources injured by the release of 

hazardous substances as a result of historic mining and mining related activities in the Basin.   
 

The following on the ground work was accomplished in 2016 under the Interim Restoration Plan;  
 

 Schlepp Agriculture to Wetland Conversion Pilot Project 

The major restoration work has been completed and ongoing operation and maintenance activities 

continued in 2016.  The USFWS continued to work on the 10- year Restoration Plan for the project 

which will be completed in 2017. 

  

 Robinson Creek 

IDFG continued the ongoing restoration at this site and focused primarily on re-vegetation including 

both woody shrubs and herbaceous wetland plantings.  Water levels were monitored and managed to 

benefit the new plantings.  Noxious weeds were controlled as needed. 
 

Throughout 2016, the Partnership also finalized the draft Restoration Plan and draft Environmental Impact 

Statement following the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.  In November, the draft 

documents were released to the public for comment.  
 

The Partnership continued to coordinate with EPA in their remedial efforts as identified in the RODA.  The 

Partnership also continued to coordinate with the BEIPC through PFTs and BEIPC quarterly meetings.  

  

 

 
 

iSTEM group at Schelepp Wetlands Project 
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The challenges ahead have not changed since last year and they will continue to be the focus of all the 

parties involved in environmental cleanup actions, CDA Lake Management, and Natural Resource 

Restoration in the Basin.  Again, the cleanup effort in 2016 was focused on a mix of items; remediation of 

human health risks resulting from contaminated residential and commercial properties and public roads; 

extensive work by the CDA Trust in the EFNM Creek Drainage and beginning of work in Canyon Creek on 

ecological remedies; and EPA directed work to address the contaminated ground water problems and mine 

discharges noted in the Upper Basin RODA.  Human health related projects continue to be a priority, but 

cleanup work in fish and wildlife habitat areas, surface and ground water, and inactive mine and mill sites is 

moving forward with EPA working with the BEIPC, IDEQ, the CDA Trust, other cooperating agencies and 

stakeholders.  The Resource Partnership also completed their Draft CDA Basin Restoration Plan and 

Environmental Impact Statement for implementation of natural resource restoration actions in the Basin. 
 

Besides the RODA for the Upper Basin, the involved governments and agencies are continuing work on 

Lower Basin ecological issues and project planning.  Because the CDA River system contains millions of 

tons of contaminated sediments, a portion of which is moving downstream every year, recontamination 

from annual flooding is a major concern for any project planned in the Lower Basin. 
 

Other major challenges include: management of the ICP by PHD; development of any needed additional 

waste repositories for disposal of remedial action and ICP wastes; continued implementation of the RODA 

for the Upper Basin and OU-3 ROD for the Lower Basin; assistance to the local jurisdictions in their 

implementation of an infrastructure revitalization and storm water drainage control program; development 

of a solution to major flooding issues in Lower Pine Creek and the SFCDR; and continued coordination 

with the CDA Tribe and State’s efforts to implement the Lake Management Plan and the Resource 

Partnership to implement natural resource restoration actions. 
 

The ASARCO bankruptcy settlement and the Hecla settlement are currently the major sources of funding 

for the environmental remediation and natural resource restoration actions.  Careful action through the 

implementation of the Upper Basin RODA and Lower Basin OU-3 ROD, any additional needed 

amendments plus diligent work on the part of the Resource Partnership is necessary to ensure that the 

available funds are expended in a judicious manner.  Current funding projections indicate that the funds 

from the Hecla settlement for remedial actions may be exhausted by the end of 2017.  Some other source of 

funding will be needed to carryon remedial actions in the Box because funds from the ASARCO settlement 

cannot be used in the Box.  Assuring sustainable funding intended to advance cleanup as planned in the 

RODs and amendments, along with operation and maintenance of the implemented remedies, restoration of 

injured natural resources, and management of CDA Lake represent a significant challenge in the future. 

Challenges Ahead 
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BEIPC/Citizen Coordinating Council (CCC) Meeting 

Summary Notes 

January 18, 2017, 3:30 – 6:00 p.m. 

Best Western CDA Inn, 506 Appleway Ave., Coeur d’Alene, Idaho  

 

Jerry Boyd, Chair, called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 
 

Introductions of Attendees: 

The following signed in attendee introduced themselves: 
 

Jerry Boyd (Citizen/CCC Chair), Glory Carlile (BEIPC, note taker), Julie Dalsaso (Citizen), Bonnie 

Douglas (Citizen), David Fortier (Citizen), Forest Greenfield (Shoshone Co. Public Works), Andrea 

Lindsay (EPA), Caj Matheson (Restoration Partnership), Kim Matheson (Citizen/CDA Tribe), Ed 

Moreen (EPA), Matt Nykiel (Idaho Conservation League), Bruce Schuld (IDEQ), Marlene Sproul 

(Citizen/CDA Tribe), Rebecca Stevens (CDA Tribe), Ron Streeter (Mine Ventures), Sandy Trecanni 

(WA Ecology), Valerie Wade (PHD), Terry Harwood (BEIPC E.D.), Jim Roletto (Shoshone Co.) Cecil 

Urlich (AECOM), Kajsa Van de Riet (IDEQ). 

 

Citizen Discussion of Issues and Concerns  

Jerry Boyd gave some background of the CCC and the purpose of the CCC as part of the BEIPC is to 

facilitate the flow of information to and from the Basin Commissioners.  He would like to hear from 

both agency reps and citizens noting that the CCC wants to hear what people are interested in. 
 

David Fortier (Citizen) responded with ideas on how the organization can provide input and the 

direction that the CCC might go in.  Boyd replied that some people do not believe that these meetings do 

not have any impact but they do. 
 

He added that EPA responded in 2007 as there was a lot interest and concerns expressed regarding 

repositories.  As a result, changes were made. 
 

Julie Dalsaso (Citizen) shared that she had contacted Wendy Lowe (Participation Co.) and feels that we 

must get back to some of the core values.  Feedback to Basin Commissioners is desired. 
 

(On 11/23/16, The Participation Co. Final Situation Assessment was distributed by BEIPC to the public; 

CCC contact, agency representatives and other interested parties for their information, review and 

feedback.   The document is a copy of observations and recommendations from a situation assessment 

prepared by Wendy Green Lowe under a contracted report to the EPA.  The report focused on the 

BEIPC process as it pertains to citizen awareness of and involvement in CDA Basin cleanup decisions.  

With his e-mail of the documents, Terry Harwood requested that if you are interested, please review 

Wendy’s observations and recommendations and contact Jerry Boyd, Chairman of the Citizen’s 

Coordinating Council at jkbspokane@comcast.net or terry.harwood@deq.idaho.gov with your 

input.  He also announced that Boyd planned to have a discussion at the next CCC meeting in January 

to develop some CCC recommendations on the subject of citizen’s involvement in BEIPC issues.) 

 

Review of the Situation Assessment Report by Wendy Lowe:  

Facilitator:  Andrea Lindsay, EPA Seattle, Community Involvement Coordinator. 
 

Lindsay gave a brief background of the assessment process as follows:  Lowe reviewed CCC meeting 

documents and interviewed about 35 people with people who had some connection to the BEIPC and 

CCC.  Purpose of the assessment is to inform the Basin Commissioners.  Lindsay will give a summary 

report of the results of this meeting to Terry Harwood (BEIPC E.D.) to present at the February BEIPC 

meeting.  She added that the work that is done at this meeting will be used to inform the Basin 

Commissioners of observations and recommendations to consider. 

mailto:jkbspokane@comcast.net
mailto:terry.harwood@deq.idaho.gov
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She led an exercise that included meeting attendee participants using dots that will signify interest or not 

in the 4 items she has pulled out of the report.  Blue dots = recommendations that you support and 

orange dots = recommendation you do not support or disagree with.  After the exercise, Lindsay created 

a flip chart to show where the dots were applied. 
 

Bruce Schuld (IDEQ, Project Manager) stated for the record that as an agency representative he was not 

interested in participating.  He pointed out that he did not want any of the citizens to think that the 

agencies are trying to take over control.  Lindsay responded that Harwood said that anyone can 

participate that is interested. 

She reviewed the results to determine what points should be talked about.  BEIPC should report back to 

folks regarding  
 

(Lindsay’s summary report is included after these meeting summary notes.) 

 

Comments/Questions 

Lindsay opened the discussion by asking what you want the Basin Commission to know about the item 

that the Basin Commission should report back to folks and the information to provide. 
 

Fortier asked Harwood how he reports to the Basin Commission.  Harwood responded, he hardly ever 

has personal contact with the Basin Commissioners but gets back to the agencies.  Fortier wondered if 

the Basin Commissioners themselves and/or as a group are responding to issues. 
 

Boyd explained that the Basin Commissioners receive the CCC summary notes of the meetings in their 

packets before the BEIPC meetings and are reported on at the meetings.  Also when agencies make 

presentations the citizens are encouraged to ask questions and make comments and they do and then the 

presenters take the information back to their agencies.  The Commissioners generally do not ask for 

anything. 
 

Caj Matheson (Restoration Partnership) said that he hears several ways to make communication but he 

wonders what the appropriate channel is for getting a response from the Basin Commission.  He 

wonders how to make sure the Commissioners have heard of the issue.  Boyd responded that when 

someone contacts him he forwards the question to Harwood and then Harwood either answers or 

contacts someone who will give him the information. 
 

Forest Greenfield (Shoshone Co. Public Works) said that he feels that the person should be reported in 

the notes as someone that provided certain input and the kind of input and how it was directed.   It is not 

always a question, but important input.  Harwood agreed and said he will begin reporting on that at 

meetings. 
 

Items 3 and 4 could potentially go together if the loop was closed for reporting and providing input.  

Harwood noted that there are various levels of communication and Schuld agreed that there are ways of 

tracking. 
 

Valerie Wade (PHD) is concerned that no one is reporting on what is being addressed so others do not 

know what has been done because it is not recorded. 
 

Matt Nykiel (Idaho Conservation League) asked how the comments are brought up at CCC meeting. 
 

In regards to how the Basin Commission asks for input, Boyd responded by stating that he always asks 

for comments or concerns at every meeting but suggested that if there is a general concern or a specific 

issue, it would be very helpful to know in advance and then it could be on the agenda for discussion. 
 

Someone suggested more links be posted on various agency websites. 
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Dalsaso commented that she remembers that the East Mission Flats repository also brought up issues 

and Rebecca Stevens (CDA Tribe) also shared that the Tribe was very much involved and there was a 

lot of input on that project. 
 

Nykiel also brought up if the CCC meetings still are needed every quarter or should be just as needed 

and spaced out stating that it is a matter of being effective.  Harwood noted that it is in the MOA to have 

quarterly meetings and that they use the August tour of projects as one of the meetings CCC members 

are invited to. 
 

Dalsaso commented about the idea of adaptive management in Lowe’s report and she feels that the 

MOA asks for certain things and perhaps should be changed. 
 

Bonnie Douglas (Citizen) asked about other groups and how they are involved.  Harwood shared that the 

Accomplishments report of activities in the Annual Report provides a lot of information. 
 

Schuld added that CIC’s and Program Managers routinely meet with many of the local groups that also 

have their own values and issues.  They generally categorize the issues and then it goes to TH and he 

documents it in reports and goes to Senior Management. 
 

Douglas said there should be a way to get the input for decision making but wondered what the real 

representative input is.  It seems that there is a gap with only having the reporting once a year in the 

accomplishment report.  She wonders where there is real true public input for decision making. 
 

Schuld added that he suggests that the CIC and agencies ask people to come to the CCC meetings to 

have discussions and express their values. 
 

Other issues that were highlighted: 

Harwood said the issue #1 was brought up at the last BEIPC meeting and it was confirmed that it was a 

coordination role. 
 

Douglas commented that she liked that previous notes taken by Ross & Associates years ago had a table 

with bullet points at the end of the narrative and she would like to see that again because it is easier to go 

down the list of comments. 
 

Matheson noted that the Basin Commission is not a decision making but a coordination type entity.  

However, we want to be able to provide input and know what happened to the input. 
 

Boyd commented that at least the agencies respond to a lot of the questions and comments at the 

meetings. 
 

Matheson suggested finding a way to let the other citizens know what has been done. 
 

Marlene Sproul (CDA Tribe) commented that the Restoration Partnership has a comment period that has 

been extended.  Besides the original framework she sees that they have other projects that have already 

been implemented but they are not on the website.   
 

Fortier said that there is kind of a disconnect with how much the Commissioners themselves are hearing 

or reading.  He does not see them sitting down and discussion things together and then give us some 

feedback.  He suggests that they have a workshop to address this.  He believes that the Commissioners 

are not talking with each other but Harwood said that there is some communication with some of them. 
 

Nykiel brought up the interesting idea of holding a CCC meeting at a BEIPC meeting lunch time.  

Harwood explained that it is only an hour and staff and CCC Chair eat lunch together. 
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Harwood announced that anyone with any more comments and questions contact him and/or Boyd.  

Boyd gave his e-mail address:  jkbspokane@comcast.net 

 

Restoration Partnership 

Caj Matheson (Restoration Partnership/CDA Tribe) announced that the drafts public comment period 

was extended to February 13, 2017. 
 

He provided a brief background of Coeur d’Alene Basin Draft Restoration Plan and Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement - Jan 2017:  2 parts of CERCLA, Remediation (cleanup) EPA and 

Natural Trustees Restoration. 
 

Restoration plan is required to spend the settlement funding and they have a 2007 Interim Restoration 

Plan with ongoing implementation of projects that were identified in that plan and using the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process.  Public Scoping was done in 2003. 
 

Plan is programmatic and identifies priorities but is not specific in identifying projects. 

Focus is on what they could do and identifies geographic priorities and focuses on the approach and 

values and emphasizes cultural and human uses with natural resources as the priority. 
 

(The Restoration Partnership (Natural Resource Trustees) e-mail message of a Notice of Availability of 

a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was distributed to CCC contacts and other interested 

parties by BEIPC on 11/23/16.)   
 

Kajsa Van de Riet (IDEQ) presented the Draft Restoration Plan and the EIS noting that there are two 

different approaches to restoration 

Planning Area:  3 Alternatives:  One is a no action alternate. Alternate #2 includes human use 

component.  Alternate #3 does not include human use component. 
 

Goals and major actions is also something to implement with other agencies as partners. Trustees make 

the decisions for selection. 
 

Focus is on habitat.  Wetlands use water fowl to help guide the type of restoration action such as 

contaminated areas that would be good restoration efforts.  Streams have geographic priorities guided by 

needs of native trout such as bull trout and cutthroat. 
 

Lakes:  CDA Lake is top priority and some of the Chain Lakes guided by the needs of waterfowl and 

trout. 
 

Human Uses are geographic priorities guided by public input but has limited funding amount because of 

the focus on habitat. 
 

Matheson provided the information for the Public Comment period so people can submit comments on 

their website.  To view the DEIS document or to download the plan and the online form go to 

www.restorationpartnership.org/RPDEIS  Comments can also be e-mailed by the public comment 

period ending date of February 13, 2017 to comments@restorationpartnerships.org.  He added that 

he will send the information to Glory Carlile to provide the link also to the CCC contact list.  He also 

asked the agency folks to spread the word to solicit comments.  Van d Riet confirmed that all the contact 

information is on the Restoration Partnership website.  

 

Next Steps:   

After receiving comments they will respond.  Finalize plans and EIS, issue it and adopt a Record of 

Decision as each agency has to formalize an adoption of the EIS plan, and then begin restoration.  The 

timeline will depend on comments and process. 
 

mailto:jkbspokane@comcast.net
http://www.restorationpartnership.org/RPDEIS
mailto:comments@restorationpartnerships.org
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Schuld said he was asked if there will be another round about public outreach for soliciting project 

proposals but Matheson said that has not been determined yet. Through the Strategic Planning process 

and at the point of project selection there may be specific public outreach. 
 

Dalsaso asked if the aquifer was in the lakes, streams etc.; part, but Van de Riet said no because it is not 

considered an injured resource.  She also wondered if human development would be considered.  She 

relied that there may be a consideration for any aspect of the priority project if it was impacted and 

determined to be a factor. 
 

Boyd asked if the focus is on injured resources and it was confirmed by Matheson that it is. 
 

Moreen asked about the programmatic process.  If you go select an action does it trigger another process 

and Matheson replied that it may case by case. 
 

Rebecca Stevens (CDA Tribe) added to Schulds’ question that there is a section in the back on project 

selection criteria.  She shared that the reason why it is programmatic in nature is to try to streamline the 

projects and try to prevent bureaucratic processes. 
 

Harwood announced that the 2016 accomplishments report will be presented at the BEIPC meeting on 

February 15, 2017. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 8:05 
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